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OHAP!fER I 
f:BE PROBLEM 
Int~oduct1on. , The , importance of' training children 1n the 
0 
development of the attitudes, skills, and habits that will aid 
them.1n their ab111t~ to acquire a rich~ meaningful vocabulary 
cannot be overemphasised. This is especially true in the middle 
~ades where pupils are introduced to more and more new fields 
of 1nf'oX'mat1on. Each new subject has 1ts own vooabularyJ so, 
the boys and g~ls are continuously oont~onted with new words 
that are strange in meaninglt as well as st~ange in tom. 
Three steps are necessary to help pupils achieve the mas• 
tery ot words that will a1d them in. ovtu. .. coming this difficulty~ 
!Fst, and this is possibly of greatest significance, the teach• 
er should interest the class in the study of words and word 
eanings by giving concrete evidenee ot their practical, esthe-
tic, and mater1f:\l value. second, the teaeher should equip the 
ehildren# by systematic training, with the skills and habits 
ssential for them to learn by themselves the meanings of words 
1n any material at th~ir O\'l!n reading level. Thivd, the teacher 
e should provide review and practiee that will fiX the new words 
nd meanings permanently in th$ memory, to become the foundation 
ot a powerfUl and enriched, functional vocabulary. 
statement of.!!!! ~~~ble.m,. It is the intention of the writ 
e~ to evaluate the at"teot of intensive training with a series 
of lGssons and exercises £or developing WOX*d meaning in gvade 
five. These lessons and exercises are adapted ~om a workbo0kl 
which was built with the development of this skill as one of 
its objectives. 
Justification for th~ ehotr,e of the probltiun. B7 the time 
-. ·-·· --- . ~~ ·---- ~~li«L .. - ··-
the child reaches the intermediate grades it is obvious that ha 
must understand What he reads in orde:v to satiety the :requ~e~ 
ments of his assignments. To unde~stand any material, the 
reader must lmow the meanings o:t words as used 1n the context-. 
Unless a pupil has a working lmowledge of the skille needed to 
determine the meanings of wo~ds he meets, he soon finds himself 
in s. situation that may be overwhelming to him. 
In orde~ to prevent this unnecessary tailu~e, tt becomes 
the duty of every teache~ to either establish, or strengthen, a 
-
foundation that the child oan use to build wovd power~ Then:~ 
it he can p~aot1oe his skills and habits on a simple and inter~ 
eating fol9nl ot reading material, he will be able to transfer 
the methods he uses to his study ... type reading, 
The exercises to ba used in this study present an intenslv 
program in vocabulary building and enrichment tor pupils in 
grade five~ It is hoped, therefore, that t~ough the systemati 
1uargaret A. Keefe1 "Exercises for the Deyelopment of 
Effective Word Recognition and Word Meaning 1n Grade Fiveq," 
pp" 35-194~ 
I 
II 
2 
. '• 
praetice thereby provide~ the ability of the ehildren to daxaive 
ward meanings wil1 be increased~ 
se92~ of the _fii~udz,. Seven f1.fth ... ~ade classes will take 
part in this study ... They are situated in two large matzaopolitan 
areas; two medi:um .... sized cities:; one devoted to manufacturing and 
one p~ineipally residential; and three smaller eommunit1es, one 
residential and two ot the farming type. Oonsequently, it is 
felt that the ~oups .represent a good raeial and soeio•economie 
e~oss•seetion of the population. 
The 1ntell1gen«)a quo.t1ents ot two ot the urban groups will 
be available to use in the analy-sis of the data.; In addition, 
an evaluation of the types of questions used in the exercises 
will be made by the teachers., 
?urRose of the stud.z. fhe p~ose of this stud7 is to de• 
term1ne the ®~ee tc which the exe:t*eises adapted from the work• 
book already ~eferr$d to will increase the ability of fifth• 
grade pupils in the selection of tHll'l"eot woFd meanings .. ,. 
Data obtained f~om the classroom teaohe~s will be analyzed 
in an eff'o~t to discover the foJ..].ow1ng3 
1. Effect of the training b:y this word'"" 
meaning program as compared to the 
etfeet of the training by methods 
usually employe~• 
2.- Effect of training in wor-d meaning on 
boys as c~mparad to girls~. 
a. Effect of t~aining in word meaning on 
a group with I.Q.-.'s ranging from ,so 
to ,.99 as compared tQ a group witn 
IoQ~•s :ranging .f'ltom l,.OO'to lol911' 
3 
4. feaob.e:r-s·• oolleet1ve estimate Of the typ$s 
of questions used to test word meaning 
1n the exe~cise~. 
4. 
CHAPTER XX 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Educators a~ee that students in the 1ntermed.1ate grades, 
and even in the mwa aa:vanoEJd f:WS.des,;t mould be taught effective 
techniques £ov aequil'i.ng the ability to develop word meanings• 
The importance of systematic and deliberat$ teaching cannot be 
overemphasized6. since we are here dealing with one of the skills 
essential for reading with comprehension. Because much writing 
has been done on the subject ot word meaning in connection with 
read1ng6 it is impossible to cove~ the material; so, only the 
salient features relating to it will be p~esented here* As the 
V'~.:trious contributing f'aet<>rs are not 41sorete, however, repeti-
tion of thought is unavo:Lda.ble~ 
Literature x-alatJ.na to r,es.din~ with coml2£ehen~.ion. It is 
!wrong, according to Mohe, 1 to define s!mple~type l"eading e. s 
"getting meaning hom the printed pa.ge,.n Be. contends that there 
is no meaning on the printed pagi$J only the symbols of meaning 
a~e there. ~ese symb0ls stimulate the reader to make his own 
~aan1ngs. If the reader does not ha~e the concepts or meanings 
indicated himself 1 he oannot get any meaning from his I'eading,. 
1Paul McKee, "Certain Matters of Importance in the 
r,reaching ot Reading,u Elementar;y Engli,sh Review, l4:ll5 ... U6, 
June, 1937 ~· · · · 
5 
even though he may be Qble to recognize the symbols in visual 
and auditory twm~ For this reason, McKee believes. "the making 
of correct meaning under the stimulation of printed symbols" 
more properly de~inas reading of the simplest type. 
It is evident from this definition that t~e reading is 
never mechanical t Bec;lry ad.mi ts much o£ the reading children do 
in the intermediate ~ades is beyond the~ pe~sonal experience. 
In listing the methods they should be taught to use to~ increas-
ing vocabule.~,y to cope with new P:t.'oblems and to become indepen ... 
dent in their analysis of uords for meaning~ the~efore, she 
gives first: 
Enc.otWage children to be alert to words 
whose meanings may not be ela£W. Studies 
shQW that children nrG not vevy good judges 
of wh10h words need c.l£\rification so . teachel's 
must help here, but chil<lPen should aeeept. 
increasing ~esponsibil1ty; they should demand 
meaning ~om·the materials tPwey read.2 · . 
Conce~ning ~omprehension and vocabulary~ T.horndika3 claims 
that competent thinlters expect ohild.zaen to acquire a sutf1o:tent 
. . . . . . 
number ot oords in grades four,, five,_ and six to understand 
their textbooks and the discussions of.the teachers and pupils 
in grades seven and e1ghto Vocabul~y should be 1noreased6 he 
~ontinues, so that later the children will be able to read. 
~nder~tand, and appreciate the books and articles that will be 
. 2 ' 
Althea Beery, "Development of Reading Vocabulary and 
1ord Recognition$" Fort~~Ei~th Yearbook of the National Societz 
~or ~ studz of Ed'uoah on, ·art 7!, P~. 'lYf"l .- · · ' ' · ·· ··· 
~dVIard Le Thorndike, "Word Knowledge in the Grades," 
[ation• s Schools, 1.4ll9~ December, 1934~ · 
6 
needed by them intellectuall7 and esthetically. 
Gate$ is even more specific in his explanation of the part 
wo~d meaning be~s in und$~atand1ng reading material. He 
asserts the following; 
•·• (/<since it 1s necessazay to get the 
meanings of the WOFds, or at least most 
of tbam, in a sentence before the sentence 
as a whole ean be undex:astood,. ability to 
comprehend depends upon ability to recog-
nize words. What a sentence means to a 
child obviousl7 depends6 in part at least6 
upon tie meaning conveyed to him by the 
words• 
On the opposite end ot the scale from reading with oomp~e­
hension is ve~bal1sm,. Words do not rep;pesent experience to the 
verbalizer; consequentl7$ they have no meaning to him. Discus• 
s:Lng the problem at length, McKee writes: 
Although the causes of verbalism and the 
oonditions which fost&~ it are not known, 
it may be pvofitable to eonside~ briefly a 
few possibilities. 9 " "' It 1s quite pos-
sible that presentation of too mail.J' st»s.nge 
meanings to students in too sho~t a time1 
f'ail'f.We to help 'Students to clarify and or ... 
ganise those meanings, and the teaoher•s 
willingness to accept the learner's repro-
duction or symbols as evidence tb.at he 
understands adequately encourage the stu-
dent to resort to verbalism as a haven 
from failtWe and to believe that he is not 
expected to unde:t-§tand much of what 1s said 
· in his taxtbooks~t> 
Regardless of the o~uses ot verbalism, ha goes on# every school 
should do its utmost to prevent it~ In reading, at every eduoa• 
4Arthur I. GatEHl, ·l!! I,mprovemee:t of, Reading, p. 180" 
~ h l.· 5Paul5~o~5.,., a, The 'l'e~()hinS of ,Read1BS in the El~mentar;v; .vC 00 , PP • v• . 1 • 
.7 
tional level,, the child should expect to unde~stand adequately•-
After an investigation on the skills needed to read,, 
Presse~6 concluded a po~ reader may be educated to equal a good 
readerhaving the same degree of intelligenee •. Considering that 
reading is so much a p~.Wt of the whole school eurriculum, this 
is most encouraging., 
L1te:ratux-a x-el;at;ne; to rea~ins. in the. intermediate &£~des •. 
When the school child reaches th<a intermediate ~ades he is in..,.· 
troduced to the social seienoes and nat'tlPal scienoes:t· eaeh 
having its own textbook and vocabulary of words outside his per-
sonal experience~. The magnitude Of the problem can be under•-
stood when this oonelusion., "The number of WOX"'ds to be met by 
the child in any ot the intermediate g~ades is appa~ently almost 
11m1tless.,.wh1le his power of learning weds is definitely lim• 
1 ted to a small fl*e.C).tion of this total, !'7 by l)urrell and Sulli .... · · 
van is read,., 
Pupils acquire much ot their knowledge relating to these 
subjects through ~ading •. even in an activity program$. It be• 
comes obvious that the ultimate ~pose in sending children to 
school is not to le~n to read but. tQ ~ead to learn~. This doc .... --
trino is upheld by Betts who goes on to explain vocabulary 
building is no long.er believed to be the work of only the read .. 
6Luella Cole Pressey, 11Speeif1e Elements Makin' fozt Pro-
t1cianey 1n Silent Reading, When General Intelligence Is Con• 
stant," School and Sooietz, 24:592, Novembe:r;t 6.t 1926 .. 
7nonald D,. Du:t-rell1 and Belen Blair SUllivan. "VQcabulazty 
Instruction in the Intermediate GX"ades.," El,em~ntal?z E,!!Sl1s~ 
Review, 15~141, April, 1938. · -· 
8 
ing period but of all the subjeot..;.mattel.'9 fields,· because 11Abil• 
1ty to select and evaluate material and to use reference ma• 
tePials such as keys1 graphs,· tables# and the like, 1s required 
in sc:tence and social_.studies classes.,,na 
In the prim:uoy grades chilcwen learn the basic elements of 
read:tng8 VJX'lit!ng, and aritbmetic, as well as how to cooperate 
and adjust their pe~sonal1t1es in a group. The junior•high_and 
sanior-high school ye~s begin the preparation tor living and 
working outside the proteetive confines or school and home~ 
Gene'1.*ally speaking, the intar~ed1ate gvades have not been looked 
upon as eont:ributing to the development of children to the same 
extant that these other grades do. The following excerpt points 
out the essential nature of the t~aining received in the 1nte~~ 
mediate grades, hotJever * 
The importanoe of the middle grades, and the 
vast amount ot service the reading materials 
of these gFades must perf~m, ean be re~ogn1zed 
only when one eontrasts the reading matter of 
the third gl"ade with that of the seventh. Only 
then does it b(f.leome apparent that the school is 
retnal'kably exacting in its reqtd~ements d1Wing 
these three years~. 
• - • ~ • • ~ • ~ • • Q • • ' * • 9 • 4 • • • 9 
~~~· * • th$ content of the middle gpades should 
be caretull7 chosen and wisely administered. 
\"Whereas there 1s a general tendency to regard 
these grades o.s relatively less important that!. 
those which p~eeede and follow them, a case 
could be made for reg~rding these ~adea as of 
o~itical imp~tsnce~ 
· · 8Emm.ett A. Betts, 'rhe Preventiqn and Oor:reotion of Read ... 
~ Difficulties, p~ 16. · · · ·, · 
9wtll:ts 14"' Uhl, 0 The r.qatez.tie.ls of Reading, 11 t;tth:l,rtf·S~xth 
Yearbook ot the National societz tor the studz of Eauea.ti on, · · 
1Part I.# p!); "2!5~2Ie •. · · .. ' . · · -- · · · · - ·· · 
Another. quotation from the same souroe emphasizes tha~ 
skills for .all types of reading must be meticulously taught and 
practiced in these grades. 
The oh:l.ld must develop the mechanics of his 
~eading and inc~eass his ~aading vooabula~y 
and speed~ such .raqu:lremants· are fundamental .. 
He must also lea~n to ~ead gao~apbioally­
historicelly, se1entif1oally. and mathemati• 
cally.,. Geogaphically# he must read maps,. 
and must grasp the relation of man to his 
earthly envi:ronm.ent # Both geographically 
and mathematically# he must read gfaphs and 
statistics, but befox-e he can do either he 
must read numbers a11d apprehend theil:' a1gnif• 
ieance as s,mhols ot quantitative relations~ 
Reading historically makes yet another demand 
1n which time depth and time sequence - in 
ahoPt, time sense ~ ara to be de~eloped and 
used'" Reading sc1enti.fioall71 WhEJlthe~ it has 
to do with the subject called elamenta~y sci-
enos or whethe~ it cuts ao~oss all the subjects~ 
means reading with an appreciation of the oon• 
cepts, themes, antl gene:raliza.tions that charac-10 terize even a .. rudimentary scientific attitude. 
~he task of teaching all the teehniqu~s indicated hare may 
seem impossible to the :middle ... grade teaohers~ If so, they 
Should reflect upon the difficulties of the program, f~om which 
there is no escape. when p~esented to children without providing 
them with a.dequata.preparation.in the field of.study•read1ng 
skills. 
Bernardll ~epo~ts that nume~ous studies have shown a hish 
~egree of correlation between speed and comprehension of read1DS 
lOuhJ., Sl!• cit.-,, p. 216., 
ll.ttQX'old. w. Bel;'lnard,. nsome Relat$-onSl:l~ps qt Voeabulan 
~nd Soholl.tt"shipp' 11 :S~hool. and s~o1e1f.~, 51:494, April l3t 1940-. 
1.0 
and good scholarship in high schools and colleges. This fa·ot 
has influenced teache:fa a.t all levels to s~ess development of 
~ead:tng ability. As a general rule, they have found that im-
proving reading skills improves scholastic worck in the same pFO. 
portion,. 
i1lthough it is a well..,established taot that a ehild should 
read at his own level, Doloh,12 in a discussion on the goals of 
~eading in the intermediate grades, would put a slight limits• 
tion on the practice~ Be maintains that one of the goals in a 
classroom should be sroup reading, with the same material for 
all., to promote thinking and discussion b'f all the ehildrenQ 
such ~eading is slow reading.. of e~se, but the thinking and 
discussion are of pPime importance# not the v~ading~ A tunda~ 
mentD-1 purpose of todayts schools is to socialise children. 
This unified activity is one Of the best methods for doing so~ 
Reading is) basically-, a tool fox- learning and not a sub• 
ject to be taught as such. It is the medium through which most 
into~mation becomes a p~t of every pe~sonts sto~e ot lea~n1ng. 
~v.bile it makes a strong eontribution to this store in the inter-
mediate grades~ this is but the beginning ot what can be a con• 
tinuous acquisition or rich, usetul1 and fascinating knowladge4 
Having equal weight with study reading ts ~eePea tional 
l 2Eaward W;; Dolch, -0 Goals 1n Intermediate Reading," 
Elementary School J(.t'Urnal, 35:682•683,- May, 1935. 
' ,, 
:11 
vending. 't1r1t1ng on this subject, H1lde:r13 sa,-s that a child 
Should bo guided to a book ha can read easily with complete un• 
[ia~standing, n~t just ons he wants to read. !his, in itself, 
~ill make possible an enjoyable experience~ .When favorable 
reading conditions are pro~ided for a child in the middle ~ade~ 
~h1ch constitute the most important recreational reading period 
of his school life~ the foundation may be laid tor a life-long 
~eaire to read .. 
L1te~ature 11e1atj,~~ to woxod m~anins~ Authorities ascribe 
!the .fundamental problem involved. in ~e.ad:Lng to the pupil t s :t.n-
~b1l1ty to ~asp the meanings o£ words. The following statemen~ 
~y ~rell8 atfi~ms this. 
In ~ades fo-ur through. six the first ree.d• 
ing problem 1s that of reading vocabulary. 
Vocabulary troubles are the basis ro~ all of 
the other types ot d!.ft1eult1es eneounter$d 
in middle g:rade reading,. D1tfieult1es in 
word recognition or in word meaning o~d1na• 
~ily account for.inattentive reading., slow 
reading, po~ unde~standing of details, 
fa1luva 1n following d1~eet1ons* confusions 
1n getting the central thought. inability 
to understand tmpl1eat1ons, and diffinulties 
in oral and written recall. In order to fa-
o!litato the ~owth in all of these skills~ 
attention must1ftrst be paid to the problem of vocabultu~y. 4 
~nasmuch as so many study skUls depend upon one reading skill• 
~he extension and enr!obment of the meaning vooabulaey f) effi-
l3Jane Frost Hilder. "Skills Instruction in Intermediate~ 
~rade Reading," J:ournal ot the National Education Assoc1at1on, 
~O:B691 Apza:1l, 1951., . . . . , . . .. . 
l4nonald D. Duvrall, "Basic Abilities in Inte~mad1ate 
~eading," Education, 59t46 1 September, 1938~ 
cianey in this ~ea becomes vePy desiltable. 
Few children in the interme~1ate grades have the acumen 
essential to~ disco~ering the meanings of words they meet in the 
great va~iety of l'&a.ding they must do. Educator-s concur 1n the 
opinion that a definite period, or parts of the subjeot ... m,atte:r 
periods~~. should be g.tven o"er to ime de"!Telopment of word powe,tt., 
McCullough, Strang, and Traxlel"15 oons1der inadequate vocabu,.. 
lar1es often to be the result ot a sehf)ol progl'am that fails to 
give the pupils all the vo~abulal'y•devel.op1ng tools .they need., 
MoreoveP1 the vocabulary•building pro~am must never be treated 
as an unattractive chore or puniahment • 
. some sehool systems ave%" they ~e building their pupilst 
wo~d~meaning voqabula~ies by the incidental method of teaching. 
Expel'liment has demonstPat~d this to be distinctly infel9ior to a 
direct-teaching method,, however. Sueh a prog~am is not favo~ed 
by Pattersonl6 who points out that, even though a reader devel-. 
ops his vocabulary t~ough wide reading, it is necessary fof! 
the 1nte~med1ate-.~ade teacher to provide spacial periods tor 
vocabulary study. !Chis study should be· intagl"atad with the vo~ 
eabulary of the reading matter of the grade in literature, his~ 
tory. geogttapby, and other subjects • 
. 
15oonstance flip, MoOullougb, Ruth M • .strang, and Arthur E. 
~axlar, P:t-oblems 1n the :tm:erevelllent E!_ Rea,dins, PP• 276~2'17 • 
l6samuel S~r Pattarson11 ,Teta.ehin6 t;he Child to Read~' p-. 357 
:13 
In suppo~t of this view, Gray and Holmes17 maintain that 
direct help is essential to most middlew and upper·~ade pupils 
fw acqniring the meanings ot many worad.s in the!J! assigned read• 
ing. ~hese children do not have the expe~ient:tal background 
needed to g:tve clear and vivid-meanings tor new words. Further• 
more, a direct method of vocabulary developmen1S is more effee•-· 
tive· in that it leads to more rapid improvement in reading · 
etf!ciancy. 
There is no eas7 method for increasing voeabular7. While 
many give credit to the experience ct an individual as the main 
~actor in contributing to vocabulary ~owth. Knight and Trax~ 
lerl8 declare it depends upon the determined and persistent et• 
forts o~ the 1nd1vidu6\l• More :tnte:resting than the method em•-. 
jPloyed, howev,.,~, 1s Seashore 1 sl9 finding that vocabulary gowth 
~111 continue to the cullege level and» p~obably at about the 
same :rate, well past middle life~ . 
Since it is established that the w0rd ... mean1ng vocabulary 
can grow, it remains to be seen what word maste:ry means to a 
!Pupil. Regattd1ng th1s6 Book eontend.s thata 
18Pea,le E. bight, and AX-thur E ... Traxler, Rerad.!.!!!! b~"Dl'ehendll pl3( 57• 
l9Robert H. Seashore, uzmpol'tance of Voeabulary in Le&rn•-~ng Language Skills," Ele.mentarr Ery;slish Rev1~w., 25:147, Mal"eh:t ~948. . . . . . 
No pup1l can sucoesstully pass to the 
higher levels of la~1ng,, where he must 
give his entire attention to what the 
autho~ is saying, if he does nob have a 
sufficient maste~y over the p~ooess ot 
1ntaz:.preting the words used by the 
autho~.20 · . 
L1kevd.se $ powe:tt over VQCabulary is known to be a specUic and 
individual oharaote~istie; so, each child should concentrate 
exclusively on w~ds he himself does not know. 
Difference in size of vocabulary, tn P~essey's2l opinion. 
has an important beaFing on d1fferenee in general reading abil• 
1ty. ll suggestion ot even wide~ influence is made by Bee~y; 
to w:tt, "The possession of a. rich fund ot word meanings is a 
prerequisite to adequate comprehension and interpretation in 
reading., Indeed. an adequate meaning voeabula~ !s essential to 
intelleCtual ma~1:byA .- ,. .n22 
Close relationship has been found to exist between vocabu• 
lary and scholastic achievement, and voeabula~y and success~ 
These are, manifestly, out~owths ot the close relationship be~ 
tween vocabulary and reading~ 
Attar a study ot eases from several independent schools 
/.rraxler repwted, n *, • .,. on the who1Elll 1 the pupils with the 
. 20w1lliam F. BOQk1 nvarious Methods of Mastering New 
reords While Leal"ning to Read," J'WX"nal ot Educational Research, 
~1:93,. Feb:tauary, 1930. · · · · - · · · · · ·· · · 
2lpressey, loo. cit. 
~-~·
1.5 
greater knowledge of word meaning do the bette~ sehool wo~k.n23 
A similar experiment was car~ied on at the college level by 
Westfall.24 Following a three months' course in vocabulary 
building, he found that the students: 1• Gained an average ot 
4.54 percent in total vocabulary) a~ EXhibited a general im• 
pJ?ovement in scholastic averag&J and 3. Ine:t'eased their powell 
in dealing with w~ds~ These data not only substantiate Traxler 
but add valuable details:J which undoubtedly azte t~ue ot intel'l .... 
mediate-~ade pupils, too. 
The effect of a. rich~ meaningful vocabulary upon success 
is given in the familiar- words of o•connol', '1An extensive knowl .... 
edge of the exaot meanings ot English words accompanies out• 
standing success in this country more often than any other 
single eba~aetar1stiowh1ch the Human Enginee~ing Laboratotties 
have been able to isolate and measure."25 He finds that this is 
true of people in buaiMss and the pro.tese:!ons~ both., Cage. eon-
firms the statement and adds, in partn 
Whether the7 are successfUl beeause they 
have large voeabula.ries, or have large vo-
eabularies be~auae they are successful 1s a 
question that has never been answered satis~ 
23~thv E. Traxler1 "The Relationship Between vocabular:y 
and General Achievement in the Element~y School.," Elemen!!!!:z 1 
School Jo'UX'nal.~ 45; 3311 li'ebru~y, 1945.- · · · · 
24A~ed v. Westtall, •can Oollege Students Expand Their 
Recognition Vocabularies?". School and sooietz, 73s25 ... 2't1 
Jo.nuary 13, 195~, -
25 . Johnson QfOonnw, "voeabulary and success," Atlantis 
Monthlx, 153:160, Februa~y- 1934. · 
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tactorily. At any rate, it is certainl~ 
to onets advantage to know many words. 
Some psychologists think that we neve~ 
have any ideas until we have words to ex~ 
press them. Words seem to be the neces~ 
sat'y tools with which to th1nk •. 26 
It has been stated previously that the vocabulary must be 
developed in conjunction with every eehool subject. Dickinsan2' 
says the pupil ekipe over every sentenee that is made obscure b 
an unknown w~d o ~his leads to only partial, hazy understanding 
with which the reader becomes content. Then, he concludes, the 
child not only does not know what he is reading, but is unawazte 
that he does not know, 
Being able to use a vivid, extensive vocabulary has a salu• 
t~y effect on .a child's every aet1vity. This is, naturally, 
most evident in school. 
Ooncomitant with th0 ability to understand words and use 
them correotly is the ability to comprehend reading matter and 
oral instructions~ A child must have an adequate supply of 
word mes.ning·s, because they are used to interpret ideas met 
while reading, explain Adams., Gzaay, and Reese. 28 At the same 
time, the child should be induced to transfer into his working 
vocabulary new words gained from reading-. Only in this way can 
26Mabel Vinson Oage, ,t;c,eadi!Y$ in ,HiGh Geti.W, P• 30, 
27niek Dickinson, "The Importance of Vocabulary in Read• 
ing, 11 Eleme,ntarz .Sohool Journal.; 20:538•539~ March., 1920, 
29pay Adams 1 Lillian Gray, and Dwa Rease~ 'feae~ins !!!! 
...,O,.hi=l ..... d to Read, p~ 24~ 
his reading vocabulary be made useful~ Ability to use effec-
tively the words that name things and actions, concepts and at• 
tributes, is a tool essential to intelligible thinking and ao ... 
curate expression. A program of activities p~omoted by the 
teacher is generally accepted to be the best means for providtng 
a reason to read widely and proficiently, as well as motivation 
to transfer newly-learned worQs and meanings into speaking and 
writing. 
There are many additional ways in which children benefit 
from a well ... ~ound.ed vocabulary. Among these are: 1. Increas-
ing ability to use effective words in composition for the pur-
pose of enlivening the material; 2. Improving oral reports on 
reading done in the content subjects; a. Aiding in the logical 
expression of ideas; 4. Stimulating the capacity to think; 
s. Adding color to the personality; and 6, Building self• 
confidence. 
Literature l'Sl!lti!¥5 !2 some se,ne,ral; facts al)out ,! word 
meanins yrosram. Having indicated the ~eal need for a thorough 
and systematic vocabulary~bu1ld1ng program in school and oolleg~ 
but especially in the intermediate grades, it now becomes impor• 
tant to point out some factors upon which a program depends. 
Acquiring a meaningful vocabulary is unlikely to be a rapid p:tto• 
cess, according to, Hamilton.29 The time factor involved may be 
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one reason why this phase of school work is so often neglected, 
He notes, in addition, that several shor~ periods are far more 
productive than a single long one, 
Perhaps the first steps should be to make the boys and 
gtvls conscious of what they can do with words and to emphasize 
the •alue words will have for them, Also, they must be made to 
see the impossibility of acquiring an adequate vocabulary nith~ 
out determined effort on ~heir part. As Bond and Wagner30 put 
it~ a pupil must want to find the meanings of words and under~ 
stand their uses, Be himself' must expand their meanings~ The 
teacb.er should stimulate this desi.zie and show~the pupil the 
~ethods far learning new words~ 
Teaching a child to find the words he does not know is 
~qually impa.tant! Burgard31 eonducted an investigation to de~ 
~ermine the abilities of fifth- and s1xth~grade children to 
~etact these words~ Oh1ldren with a high level of reading 
~oh1evement detected S6t6 percent, while those with a low level 
~f achievement detected 44.5 percent, The percent of the whole 
~roup~ 61~18~ 1s from ten to twenty points higher than is indi~ 
~ated in most studies seen by this writer, But, none of the 
pther studies gave results according to reading achievement. 
30 Guy L. Bond, and Eva Bond Wagner., Teachin~ the Child 
~ Read, p. 296t 
· 3l.Joan F., BUPgard, "An Investigation of the Abilities t:Jf ~ifth and SiXth Grade Pupils to Derive Word Moaning from Context 
~n Silent Readll;lg1 u pp. 46•47" · 
lt is eoneeded by most edueato~s that obildren have this dif~1-
oulty with gene~al meanings more often than with speo!f1c mean-
ings. This is due to the fact that the1r ~xpexa1ence with ab* 
straotions is def!n1tel~ limited~ 
Another factor to mention is Durrallts32 statement that 
seven to nine new w~ds Qre enough to teach in one day, in the 
1ntarmed1ate grades. If too many woxads e.:Fe 1nt~oduoEJd1 the 
meanings soon may be .fwgotten. Among other xaaasons to'!J forgtlt• 
ti~Durrell names poor understanding ot the lesson by the child 
and a dull~ unstimulating presentation of the lesson~ 
!he last er1ter1a for a pro~am to be mentioned here are 
that words taught should not be beyond. the ab:111ty level of the · 
child w bt:l;re>nd the experience ot the child. ~opp1ng the level 
of difficulty ot mate~1al so a child may raad without oonfus1on 
in regard to wo~da, is held by Durrell33to be the most impo~tant 
method for' taking oare or the vocabulary problem. Of the othe~ 
cr1 ter:l.on, Wt tt,-34 WtU~ns teachers against ocntusing ehildren boy 
1nd1eatins teo many meanings :rw one wox-d, especially these 
beyond the experiences of childhood~ 
32Donald D. Durrell, ,Impro"t'ement of Basto Readtns 
Abilities, P·~ 164-. 
35Donald D, Durrell, "Bas1o Abilities ln Intermed1ate 
Grade Reading4 11 Eduoat~on, 59:46$ September', 1939• 
Mpaul Wittyli. Readi,qs in Mode~n Ed:mcat~on. p ... 10~~ 
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Literat'IU"e ~elatip.a to tea,eh~!!S _woJ:~~d. meantPS• In the tae•. 
tual teaching or an eff$e.t1ve wo~d~meaning vocabulary it is nee~ 
essa~y to eons1d$r first the method to be useid.- There are more 
faotc:ws than this, however; such as, follow-up activities., use 
of the dicttonapy, and tests .. some taets-a'bout these topics 
will be pl.'ieaented now. 
Most write:tts Qgxtee that words from a gttaded list!J even one 
that has evolve:d t'rom study an~ experiment, s)lould not be the 
source ot material for word-study lessons. To state this in 
another way, random words should not be taught just ~or the sake 
of having vceabulary lessons, 
An experiment was conducted by Gray and Holm.es30 to compare 
tha relative merits of ineidental and dir<~.Hlt methods of promot• 
ing vooabulal1y growth" ~e eont~ol gxw:oup, whieh had no fo~l 
teaching on word meaninga- 1n~$aeed its final test sco~e over 
·the p~el1m1na~ test so~e by only 13.6 pe~cent~. ~ere we~e two 
experimental groups, one made up of t:ihildren with greatel* 1ni•. 
tial ability and higb.e~ intelligence quotient.s than those in the 
other experimental ~oup. The bettt;ll"' gl'Q.up increased its .final 
teat soore by 23,.7 p.ercent,~~ while the increase for the poore~ 
experimental group was 42,.6 peroent. These differences in the 
experimental gl'ioups suggest a very interesting corollary; 
namely, specific guidance is of more value to pup;lls cf l1m1ted 
achievement than to superior pupils. Still~ because the~e SU• 
" 
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perio~ pupils progressed bette~ than the superior .pupils in th~ 
ineidental~learning ~oup1 it is evident that specific help and 
guidance aid pupils to widen theill word~meaning vocabularies ba~ 
yond those of thei~ counterparts not having this advantage~ 
-Greene deeries·the praetioe of teaching vocabulary as new 
w~ds are met in different subjects. He claims learning the 
meanings ot words as they ax-e used. in eontext may be misleatU.ng •. 
Insteadt he advocates the study of words by the following method 
nay aU means~ to &n~ the maximum in (1) economy or tima-1 
(2) reliability of concept~ and (3) permanency of retenti~n# let 
~oeabulary be learned through root mean1ngs4u36 
Many Wl'liters apee· with Greene that the study of x-oot mean ... 
1ngs is eft'eetive as an isolated. :method... They ar• more inclined 
to a.tfirm ~eKeers37 stand~t howeve~, that this form of word at~ 
tack is but a small part of the p~ogram~ His list of direet 
ways to be used in developing a meaning vocabulary includes, in 
part; 1. study t\ntonyma, synonyms, prefixes, suffiXes, and 
roots; 2,., Explain words on word lists; 3. _Make vocabulary 
notebooks; and 4, Oonstruct lists aeeord:t.ng to types ot word~;~. 
~thermora, no othe~ pe:t'son who ob3eeted to the study of WOl'ds 
in context was found by this write~. 
EXperience is the best method known to provid$ new words 
30Amsel G:reana1 nvooabular71 Essential Equipment_.u 
American Sehool B.oard Journal, 115:211 October, 1947~ 
37Paul MoKee, 8 Vof.labulary Develapmant,u Thix-ti:-~ixth Yeaxa 
book of ~ Nat1()nal soei~tx; f.o:r- the stua.x of Etluoation8 Par'tl I.r p* 28'4; . . . . - .. . . 
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tor the vocabulary and to·provide understanding ot words a~eacly 
~not~n, so.y LicOullough. Stl'ang, and 'i'J.')a.xle:r. 38 Firsthand expe~1 ... 
~nee is the most valuable, they explain, justifying the activit~ 
programs .found· in· many $Ohools i. Next in 1mpwtanoe :ts· the . :re-
~nll of expa:ttienoe... . A new word in the context; when introduced 
py the teacher, will usually be f'atn111a:t' to one or more of the 
~upilso Contributions regarding their associations with it will 
~pFess. the others· with the personal aspect of the meanings and . 
~ses of words. Vicarious experience obta:tned through wide read-
~ng helps~ too6 in the acquisition of a meaningful vocabulary:. 
Who reader learns new words from each book he reads~ Eventually» 
~he few difficult words bGcome commonplace and meaningful. 
~eacbing uord meanings from context is widespread. Addy~9 
~ent a questionnaire to the l~ger cities in each state tor 
~ourth-~ fifth-, and stxth-.grade teachers~ One item asked to~ 
lbhe techniques used in teaching the meanings ot wo:.rds o All 
li'ifth-grado tenollers gave first place to the study of context 1n 
1hich tho wovd is found. Naturally# to be able to derive mean• 
i.ngs f'roz:.t the context itsel.f p the pupils must be thoroughly ac.o 
~uainted with context alues and encouraged to use them constant• 
~y. 
Emphasis on vocabulary building requires attention to det~il 
38Mo0ullough, Strang, and Trulex-, £!R• o1_to$ pp. 278-279. 
39M~tha L.·Addy11 ttDev~lopment of a Meaning Vocabulary in ~he Intermediate Grades~ n Element~~ E!!,Slish Review, 18:23•251 -~snuary, 1941* · · · · 
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Which results in slower reading, aver Durrell and Sullivan.40 
This, in turn, causes a loss in comprehension and interprets• 
t1on. To offset this less~ they ~ecommend the use of exercises 
to increase ability in comprehension and interpretation of an 
entire reading unit. 
After words have been presented in a context which can be 
understood, at least witb help from the teaeher, hhey should not 
be forgotten. Every pupil needs to ~eview words frequently and 
then use them in his speech and ~it.ing. Ham1lton4l asserts, fOP 
best results. 42 . Cole advocates small ~oups for the word-study 
period, each child with cards containing the words that are 
troublesome to htm. She contends that classmates are more ef• 
fective motivato~s than is the teaehe~. The advantage of this 
system is that the responsibility for selecting and learning the 
words 1s put on the child, where 1t belongaJ the teacher's job 
is to remind htm and to provide time for study. 
An experiment to evaluate the methods of testing word• 
meaning knowledge was carried on by Varney43 in the .. intermediate 
~ades. She made an item analysis of five self-constructed 
tests, found the percent of correct ~esponses for each item~ and 
40DuFrell, and Sullivan~ .23!• eit.~ p# 139. 
41Hamilton, op. cit., p~ 70-. 
--
42Luella Cole, Th& Improvemen~ !£ ReacU-.95, PPo 142-145• 
4~l:tnor 0. Varney, nAn Experiment to l!.valua te some 'l'ecb-
n1ques for Measur~ng the Knowled§e of Word Meanings in the 
Fourth, Fifth~ and Sixth ~adesD PPo 56-58. 
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dete:rmined the numbe:v o£ •alid items fo7! each teebnique used. 
Matching was found to be first in item valid1t71 gave the most 
maanings fQ~ spaee eonsumedg but was highest in the chance fae• 
to~; true•false was third, third~ and lowest, ~eepeet1vely; and 
mult1ple•eho14e was second in all eounts/l Oho1ee of test method 
then would be d$tex-m1ned. by wb.ethe~ th!a statisti()al aim of the 
investigs.t~:. is to obts.in validity ·Of the items, G%'1 to m1n1misa 
the element of ebanos,.. After the testing is completed, a pup.U 
Should soo~e his own test. This will enable him to see whieh 
wo:fds he missed, Beat" and Odbert44 hold, and to dete~mine the 
causes tor missing them* 
The use of the dictionary should be earefully taught and 
children anould use it fo~ discriminating among the va~ious def• 
1n1t1ons tor a wo~d., deela.res Pa.tterson.45 Also, he adds, the 
d$Velopment of context ... detinition ability 1s indispensable fof! 
independent l!aading.,. This seems to be the consensus of eduea. .... 
to~s. Hence, for etticieney and effectiveness, the dictions.~ 
must be thoroughly taught for use as a eheek on wo11d meanings 
derived fx-om context, 'but not as the sol$ means for acquiring a 
vooabul(';U.JY• 
A child's difficulty in unde~standing the meanings of many 
words is augrn~mted by the nature of them., These wo:.ds fall 1n 
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elassesJ as,. words to which different shades of meaning may be 
attached, words with abstl"act and geneXtal meanings, and wol"ds 
with many meanings •. 
Since words are symbols, the meanings given them are often 
shaded by the ~eade~•s expe~ienoe or by the material in which 
they are tou.nd* Oron:bacb. expresses this p~inciple thus: 
raany wo~dsJ especially in the social stucl ... 
!es:t p~es.ent a vooabulary p~Qblem insu.ffi..., 
ciently recognized in available testsft to 
wit1 that to~ many words the~e is no 'oo~~ 
:veotn meaning, varied meanings being used by d1ffe~en:t persons.~6 
P~obably·ane of the most difficult tasks in thG study of 
wo~ds is to make the pupils cognizant of the t~e meanings of 
general and abstract wox-O.s q ~o tetaeh wo~ds like ~ustiee 1 
meaning, few,. and lite class discussion w!ll eontribute toward 
undexostanding •. Even the.t11 the meanings adults have will not be 
the same as these .of ehi.ldrenJ so, they. should be detf):rmined by 
the possible appl1eat1on to the classroom. Betts, writing as 
follows,. emphasiz~s the pzvoblemt 
Some words ma~ have eonevete meaning~~ oth• 
$ll'S may ~ePl"$sent h:lghl"J abstract 1daas4 • , • 
The moJI'e the meaning is gena~alized1 the high..; 
Eil" the laval of' abst:waa.otion*' Hence, words are 
not classified as either oonerete o~ abst~aet; 
. inste>ad; their meanings. (may ve:~y. ali the way 
f:rcm tl;le conol"ete to the abstJ:tact ·tt. To insure 
communi ea. tion~. both the w:rt tel:' and· the reade:r? 
must be aware o(,th$ US$ of dit.t'er$nt levels 
o:f abstva~ti~n~ 
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A hopeful not$ is contributed by £Way, however:~ when he 
asserts: 
' Abstraet terms are learned through heal"ing 
or seeing them in many situations» but they 
are beat learned when assooiatfiJd w1th interest-
ing pe~sonal experiences. Ohlldven are quite 
eapable ot'®awing inte~enees or ot making re• 
liabltegeneralizations concerning word mean• 
ings. 
Werds with multiple meanings are another s(ml'ee of dis• 
eouragement and confusion to boys and g~ls in their vocabulary 
study. With some of the words the meanings are quite similar) 
with others, there is a wide variation in mean1ng9 The deter~ 
mining factor in the meaning to be chosen is the use of the wo~ 
in context. Mc0ullou£5b, St:Il&.ng1 and 'fl:taxle%'49 point out that 
all mel£\nings in C1Wrent usage are not to be found in the die• 
tionary.. ~tllermore~ they continue;. 'bhere are words having 
technical meanings, as well as the general meanings commonly 
known; such as, to~o~, mass- and work. Both these facts give 
stPong suppo~t to deP1Ving meaning from context as the method t · 
be used in teaching w~d meanings. 
Just as there is ~cwth in all other areas of learning, 
there 1s gxaowth in the ~eal1zat1on ot word meanings,.. Before a 
child learns the meanings of a word so that he can apply them 
acc~ately, he may first have a very uncertain, or even 1ne~· 
reet11 impression of its uses. Regarding this,. Thorndike tella 
4Bvi1111am s. Gra.:v~ compile!.' and editor, Ret)ent T"nds in 
Readin~, p;; 7l;i · · · ··· ·· · · · · -
49Mc0ullougb, Strang, and Traxler, .22~ .i.U•t> P~ 40, 
·~ 
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Knowledge of the meaning of a word va~ies 
.from v~gue, approximate; and partial knowl-
edge to Cl$a~, acour~te, .and complete knowl'"" 
edge. ~e knowledge needed for·Feading may 
•a~y ove~ an equally wide range, aeeording 
to what the person needs to unde~st~ud and 
how well he needs to ttndQr$~and it.oU 
Oondlusionfh Resea~Ohg then, demonstrates conclusively 
that a ~ioh1 meaningful vocabulary is no'b merel7 an asset, it ie 
a necessity, It becomes especially !mpo~tant to pupils when 
they reach the intermediate grades,. for at this tim.e they begin 
to do much of thei~ learning~type reading independently. Learn• 
ing efficiently b7 this means requires reading with fluenoy9 
comprehending: Wbat is ~et:Hi11 and interp.Peting the material intel ... 
ligently. A strong~ meaningful vocabulary and the ability to 
l$~ioh and extend. it are essential to accomplish these ends., 
Unde~ .favwable eond.1t1ons, moreoverq reading will become a suo• 
cesstul, consequently desired, activity and th$ cooperation of 
the pupils will be ensuredt 
All lessons and exercises to be used in this study were 
adapted .from: a workbook;.51as has been said before, which was con 
structed partly fo7! the pul"pose of increasing the ab:1lit:y ot: 
children to derive wovd meanings. The ~ontent of each lesson 1s 
50Edwa~d L. '.!borndike" "Improving the .Ability to Read," 
Teachers Q,olles~ Record, 36:8, Oetoberr, l9S4JJ: 
. . . . - . - . 
6
.lmargeet A •. Keefe~ nExeroist1ls .fo~ the :tlevelopment of 
Effective Word Reeognition and Wo~d Meaning in Grade Five," 
pp,. 35-194,~ 
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the source of meanings for the words tested. !he writer wishes 
to investigate the dGgree to which uhe exercises develop this 
ability in fifth-~ade pupils. 
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·OiiAPTER. III 
PLAN OF flffi. ST'ODY 
The pu:r:apose or this study was to evaluate the effectiveness 
of a set of lessons and exercises (see Appendix) upon the 1m~ 
p~ovement of fitth-~ade pupils in the abilit1 to select correct 
~ord· meaninsa. It consisted or twenty-five lessons in the form 
of a snort sto~y, eaaay. or poem. Each lesson was accompanied 
[by its own exercise, or page of questions., 
A workbook1 constructed to develop w~d recognition and 
raord meaning in grade five was the basis ot the material used in 
this investigation. The lessons were taken as OI-iginally \llrit ... 
ten, except for a few deletions to avoid duplication ot ideas. 
~he exercises, however,. were adjusted to give practice only in 
choosing correct meanings fo~ words presented in the lessons~ 
Word meanins was tested by six different types of questions 
in the exercises of the original wo~kbook~ They are listed be~ 
low. 
1. Association of a definition with the 
contextual use of the word. 
2. Identifying antonyms., 
l~!argaret A. Keefe, nExercises t~ the Development of 
Effective Vlwd Recognition and Word meaning in Grade Five," 
PP• 35·194. 
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3.. Identifying synonyms .. 
4. Identifying words with more than one 
meaning. 
s. lnf$:rr1ne; meanings.4 
a. t!atching words with d&.finit:tons~ 
Not eve~y axe~eiso. oontained every type of question. In fact, 
many had but tbvee$ while only two appeared in one exercise. 
Inasmach as word~meaning lessons are expected to be brief, 
it was deemed expecU.ent to limit the exercise for eaoh lesson to 
one page. Questions us$d were chosen to give a~ even a d1st~1· 
'bution of all t11Jas as possible. , This aim was not completely 
realized, howeverp because of two reasons} munely, two types~ 
"Identifying antonyms_" and "Matohitag words with defin1t1onsn, 
occurred in the workbook less often than the others and the same 
number of questions could not be arranged on each exercise page. 
There were t~ee tests (see Append1x} prepared £o~ this · 
program. They are known as Pretest It Pretest Il1 and the Final 
Test. Part of Pretest I was taken from a test in the original 
workbook- The remainder of P~etest I and all of P~eteat II and 
the Final Teat ware built 'by this writer trom the words in the 
exercises. 
A copy ot the testa and svery lesson and exercise was pre~ 
~ared for eae~ child. These were given uo the participating 
teachers before the experiment began~ 
Seven fitthwlF,ade classes, all. from di.ff'ex-ent communities, 
~o~k p~rt ~n the pro~am. ~hese classes consisted of 191 ehil• 
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dren8 89 boys, end 102 girls • Due to. the nat'ur'e and geographical 
situation of. the. oommunities~ it is believed thQt the g:roups 
represented a good rao:tal and sooio ... eoonomio oross•section or 
the population • 
. 
Pretest I was administered to all the olasses about Febru• 
' 
ary l2$ 1951., It was explained to the chil~en and the s~.unple 
question was done with themo Upon completion ot the test, the 
puplls corrected their own~ 
Each teache~ taught all word-meaning lessons in the usual 
manner tor twanty~five school dayso These twenty-five days comM 
posed the control period• 
On the day following the close of the control period Pre• 
test II was ~1ven~ employing the same steps as for Pretest I. 
This test se~ved a two-fold purpose~ It mea~ed the amount of 
improvement in the ability to choose the correct meanings of 
~ords during the ftrst pe~iod of the expe~iment and was the base 
tor determining the amount or ~owth generated by the teaching 
in thG second period. 
For the next twanty•five days, the experimental period, tne 
previously prepared lesson and exercise aneets were used. The 
children ftrst studied the story~ essay, or poem silently tor 
two or thVee minutes; then, it was read aloud~ The teacher an-
~Jered any reasonable questions to assure·that the children 
' 
understood each piece. Following this"' they were given the c~-
responding page ot ·questions on word meanings to complete. All 
exercises were corrected b7 the pupils~-
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On the ftrst day of the expe~imental period~ Exaroise One 
was done with the children as an or>al lessen,.. I.t has questions 
of the following types: 1~ Mateh!ng words with definitions; 
2~ Identifying synonyms; and 3. Association of a definition 
with the contextual use of the word. When questions of the oth• 
er three types appeared tor the .fil.*st time they~t too, we'Pe done 
as oxoal lessons. 
The Final Test closed tbe program.., Procedtnl'a used with 
Pretest I was followed here, also. ~is last test measuved the 
amount of improvement in the ability to choose the correct mean~ 
ings of words during the·experimental period. 
All seven of the classroom teachers answe:red the following 
questions. 
lt Which type of question do you think 
is most effective? 
2., \Yhioh type of question do '10U think 
is least effective? 
39 Which type ot question did the 
Children like mostf 
4. Which tY,Pe Qf question did the 
children like least? 
In addition, they were ~equested to comment on the pro~am in 
respect to time required each day, 1nta~est and enjoyment dis~ 
played by the ohilfillen in the daily lessons and e.xeroises, sub• 
ject matter of the lessons., and length of the experimental· 
period. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The data were analyzed in an effo~t to discove~, in general 
the effectiveness of the spee1Ql p~osram in 1ne~eas1ng the abil• 
1ty to select oowect word. meanings.. The items of interest 
ware. specifically: 
1. Effect of the tX"aining by this word-
meaning prog~am as compared to the 
affect of the training by methods 
usually employed 
e. Effect of tPaining in word meaning 
on boys as eompa,xaed to girls 
3. Effect of training in word meaning 
on a gl?WP with I.Q.ta :ttang1ng 
tvom .eo to .99 as compared to a 
gFOup with I.Q.'s ranging from 
1-.00 to lol9 
4. Teachers' collective estimate ot the 
types of questions used to test 
word meaning 1n the exercises 
There were l9l ehildrenJ 89 girls and 102 boys~ in the 
classes that took part in this word•meaning prog~am. Only 156 
children, 69 gi~ls and 87 boys~ were pFesent the days Pretest I~ 
Pretest II, ~:md the Final 1'est were administered. Marks used 
to compute the avex-ages weJ."Je limited, therefol"e, to those ob..., 
tained by the 156 children who took all three tests. Tables I 
through IX present the statistics on this ~oup. 
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· contro:L 
period 
:,., 
. ~Be.tore 
·A!'ter ., 
TABLE I 
OOMPiiRISON oF· }'f..EAN SOORES ON TESTS GIVEN 
BEFORE AND AFTER THE OONTROL PERIOD 
. ' mean 
N.o. .Mean s.D. s.E.~, dif.f. s.,E.D .. 
156 sa.a 18.5 1.5 ~ 
.7 o6 2 .. 2 
_,156 65~9 ·_20~8- . J,...,6 
.. 
o.R • 
3-?4 
Tho mean score on the t~st given before the control period 
\Vas 5B~:S as compared to 65.,9 for the test given afterward* The 
critical ratio of 3,4 1s ste.t1st1eally s1gnif:tea.nt" 
TABLE II 
00~1PilRISON OF MEAN SCORES MADE BY BOYS ON TEST-S 
GIVEN BEFORE AND AFTER !I.'HE CONTROL PERIOD 
Control 
~ Mean 
pa:r.o1od _ Nth:' M~a.n s.D4 s.E.rn .. diff. S.E.D. 
Be.to:r.-e 69 60~t6 l$.8 2.3 rr.s 3.4 After 69 ·av.a 20.8 2,5 
o.Ih 
21'1 
fb.a mean score made by boys on the test given before the 
control period was ao_a as compared to a7.s for the test given 
afterward. The er1t1cal ratio of s.l is not stati~tieally sig• 
nif'1eant. 
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TABLE III 
COmPARISON OF MEAN SCORES r~1ADE BY GIRLS ON TESTS 
GIVEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE CONIJ!ROL PERIOD 
·aont~ol 
_:oer1od N.o.., Mf¥4n 
Befol:'& 87 5E.i-:t<4 
_Attar 87 _f$4' .. 4 
-
s .• D. 
18"'1 
eo·. a 
..... 
s . .,]t! .• nt~ 
--
l-.9 
:a:~2 
:Mean·· 
ditf. 
a,_s 
The mean seo:rt) made by- girls on the test given be£ore the 
control pe~:tod was 56.4 as compared to 64,4 for the test given 
afterward. The orit1oal X"atio of 2.a is approaching a statist! ... 
cally significant difference. 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON TESTS GIVEN 
BEFORE AND AF'I'ER THE ·EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD 
. 
~&rimerital Mean 
Mean S~D. s ... !;.Lt. J[61'10d No., ditt., S,E.D., 
. 
Before 156 65.9 so.e _ l.ct6 
12"'4 2.-0 
.Afte;t'f 156 79.3 15*6 l 2 .. . 
o.a .. 
s •. s 
Th$ mean soore ot the test given be.fore the experimental 
period was 6fh9 as compared to 78~:5' fOX* the teat given af'tevward 
The critical ratio of 6~2 is statistically significant • 
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TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF MEiU~ SCORES MADE BY BOYS ON TESTS 
GIVEN BEFORE: AllD AFTER THE EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD 
Experlmantal· ·Mean 
per:tod · No. Mean S~D., S~E .. M. d1fftt s.E.D., 
Before ()9 '67.,8 20#8 2.5 11.a 3-.l· A.ftet' .. 69 7~~6 16~·o .1.9 . . 
. 
O,...R. 
3.,9 
~e m$an scol"e made by boys on the test given beto~e the 
experimental pe~S.od was 67 ;.S as compared to 79,,6 to:r the test 
given aftel:'ward. The Gl'itical ratio or a •. s is statistically 
significant,., 
TABLE VI 
OOMPARISON OF MEAN SOORES MADE BY GIRLS ON TESTS 
GIVEN BEFORE AtiD AFTER THE WERii\f!Em:'AL PERIOD 
Expel"imenta1 Mean 
period Iio,., Mean s.D.. ~f.E.M. ditf • s.E•D. c .. R. 
Ba.f'o:J;~e 
Attar 
'!'he mean score ntade by g~ls on the test given before the 
experimental period was 64.4 as compared to 77~S for the test 
given afterward. The critical ratio of 4~8 is statistically 
significant~ 
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e· 
_Groups 
Boys 
Gixals 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES MADE BY BOYS 
AND GIRLS ON PRETEST I 
11ean 
No. Mean s.D .. s.E.rtt ... d1ff. .s.E.D .. 
69 60.,6 18.8 2.3· 4..,2 3.,0 87 56.-4 18.1 1~9 
The mean ~eora made by boys on Pretest I was 60.6 as oom~ 
pared to 56.4 for girls. Tho oriticnl ratio of 1.4 is not sta• 
t1stioally significant. 
Groups 
Boys. 
Girls 
TABLE VIII 
0 OMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES MADE BY BOYS 
AND GIRLS ON PRETEST II 
~enn 
No. l.!ean Set D. S,.E.,M., di.ff • s.E.,D., 
69 
87 
C.R. 
T.he mean seore made by boys on Pr~tast II was 67.8 as com• 
pared to 64.4 for girls:!i The critieal ratio.o:t·l.O is not ste.• 
t1stioally significant. 
Groups 
' 
Bo.~s 
Girls 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES MADE BY BOYS 
AND GIRLS ON FINAL TEST 
Mean· 
llo. Mean s.D. S.E.M" dif.f'. s.E.D. 
69 79.6 16.0 1.9 2.3 2,.5 S'l '77.3 15.1 lit6 
O .. R. 
.9 
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The mean scor~ made by boys on the Final Test was 79,6 as 
compa~ed to 77~3 for girls~ The c~itical ratio ot ~9 is not 
statistically significant. 
Intelligen_ce ~uotients ot the pupils in two of the urban.. 
seho~ls we~a made ava1lable to this w~lte~. The d1str1but1on of 
these intelligence quotients .is furnished on Table x,. Then, 
comparisons ave made between the .,ao ..... 99 and l.~oo-1.19 I.Q. 
groups, in respect to the effect ot the word-meaning program, on 
Tables XI th2ough XVII, 
'»ABLE X 
DISTRIBUTIOU OF II~~ELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS IN T~YO CLASSES 
:PARTICIPATING II~ 'XBE WORD~lVIEANiliG PROGRAM, BY SEX 
0 ... .69 
t/70 ... .,79 l 
.so ... .89 l 
... 90 ... .99 10 
1.oo - 1.09 10 
1.10 - 1.19 l 
1.20 ... 1.-29 
1.30 .. lt.39 .... 
Total ·- Class A _ C_lasa B 
2 -a· ..... l 1 '1 ]. 
. 0 7 l 6 
.. 7 17 5, 5 10 5 2 
7 17 6 l 7 4 6 
a 9 l a 9 
l l .... l 
2 
7 
7 
10 
l 
Total. 23 3l 54 l2 15 27 ll 16 27 
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. TABLE Xl 
COMPARISON OF MEAil SOOHES I.MDE BY OHIL:DIUlli~ It1 T"dE .eo••99 l!iQ.o· 
GROUP O~l TESTS GIVEl~ BEFORE AND i!FTER TiiE OOUT.ROL PERIOD . .. . .. 
contro~ Metln 
J!eriod No • . Mean. s.D. .· S;.E.,1.1it dit.t'-- s .. E.D.,; o.a-., .. 
' 
.. ~· 
24 .Befor->e .49.~ 14.4 2.fli9 s.o 5.-1 1.0 After 24 44.2 20.6 4,.2 
.. 
" 
'l?he mean scoPe on. the test gitran ba.fore the control period 
was 49.2 as compared to 44~2 to~ the test gi~en afterward. ~he 
critical ~atio o~ l;O ~s not statistically sisnificant• 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES Y,1ADE BY CHILDREN It~ THE 1,.00-1.,19 I.Q.,. 
GROUP ON 'l'ES'!S GIVEl~ BEFORE AND .AFTER THE OOl~TROL · Pli.'RIOD 
' 
,, 
'' 
Control Mean 
J~eriod No. 
.. 
Mean s.D4 SrE-oMo ditf. S,.E.D • ChR., 
" 
Before 26 58 .. 5 13.8 s.v 3tS 4.4 "9 ll.fter ,. 26 ea.s· 1'7,..7 3.5 
" 
Zone mean score on the test g1ven befo~e the cont~ol period 
was sa.s as compa~&d to 62~3 ror the test given afterwa.rdo The 
critical vatio of ~9 is not statistically significant~ 
TABLE XIII 
OOFJPARISON OF fiiEAN SOORES MADE BY CHILDREN IN '!'HE .ao .... 99 I.Q. 
GROUP ON TESTS GIVEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD 
Experimental M&an 
. P~rio4. No. Mean s.:o. s,E,J.l. diff • S,.E.D,. o,a. 
l!tlfo:re 24 44.2 $0.6 4.2 26.6 4.,S 5,.5 After ,. 24 1o.a J.l.,l 2.3 
40 
Th& mean score on the test given before the expe~imental 
period was 44.2 as compared to 70~8 tor the test given afterward,. 
The critical ratio ot5i115 is stat1st1eaUy slgn1t1cant. 
COMPARISON. OF MEA~ SOORE~ MADE :eY CHILDREN IN Tim. 1 •. 00·1~19 
· · Z.,Qt~ GROUP ON. TESTS GIVEN BE.FGRE AND • , 
AFTER TI:IE EXPER-:OlEftAL -P-ERIOD 
·.; 
Eltperimenta.l mean 
per1od No~ MeQn ·S.D.; S.,E.iiic dU'f~ 
--
SaEoD• a .. R-
Befcrs 26 62~t3 17.7 3.5 17.7 4.,2 4!t2 After 26 ao~o 12 .• 2 294 
. 
The mean score. on the test given bef~e the experimental 
period, was aa.a as compared to so"'.o fer- the test given afterwa:E'd 
The e~1t1ee.l ratio of 4e~2 is statistically s.t.gnif!cant. 
~ABLE. XV 
OOMPAR:ts.o:tr OF ~EAN SOQliES WU>E 'BY THE " 
~WO I.Q. GROUPS ON PRETEST I 
:r.tean 
I4Qo. '"GrOUps No. Mean. 'S.D. s.Ea!11,. d.if'f .. S.tE.l)~ 
... 
.so ... ~99 24" 49.2 14.4. 2.9 9".a 4.0 1.oo 
-
1.19 26 sa .. s 13.8 2~7 
The mean scot:te made by the -1!;ao ... _.99 I.Qq group on 
.,. 
O#Rll' 
2~3 
PXi'etest I 
was 49f(2 as eomptU'ed to 68tt5 for the l~.oo-1.19 I.Q. gx-oup. The 
critical ~a.tio o£· 2~i is not statistically s1gn1t1eant* 
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·e 
I.Q .. 
~so 
l.~OO 
~- ... 
TABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SOORES MADE BY i'BE 
~1i!JO I .• Q .. GROUPS ON PRETEST II 
Mean 
/U'QUPS 
. . 
No. 
... 
Mean s.-Do s,.E.,M,. dit.t. Slj>E.D., 
""' 
.99 24 44.2 20.6 4:.2 18,.1 .. th5 
.. l.l9 26 62~3 17.~7 a.s 
c~n. 
3.3 
!he mean soore mo.de by the ,ao-•. 99 :t,Q .• group on Pretest II 
was 44.,2 as oompavEJd to 62.,3 foJJ the l,oo ... l~l9 IttQ" group. The 
ori tical ratio o.f a.a is statisticall'Y' signi.ficant. 
.. 
I.Q. 
~eo 
1 .. oo 
TA.BLE XVI! 
OOMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES MADE BY THE 
TWO I.Q. GROUPS ON FINAL TEST 
··Mean 
gx'IOUPS N«h Me~n s.D. s .. :E..M"' diff;. S-.E~~-Dtt 
.... 
.9.9 24 70.,,8 11~1. 2.3 9t2 3.~~:3 ... .. 1.19 536 80 0 12-.2 2414' .... .. 11!. . 
o.n. 
2i¥8 
The mean score made by the ~~"eo-~99 I.,Q. poup on the Final 
T·est was 7o.a as compared to ao~o for' the l({OO•l.l9 I.Q. group.tt 
The critical ~atio of 2,a is app:voaoh1ng a statistically signit ... 
ioant differenoa~ 
An evaluation of the types of questions used in the exe~~ 
cises for the purpose of indicating the meanings of words is 
shown in ·Tabl$ XVIII~ Each teache~ answered the followingt 
l" Which type of question d.o you think 
is most effective? 
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2• Which type of question do 701.1 think 
1s least e££aet1ve? 
3, Which type . of question did the 
chilthaen like most? 
4, \"fu.i·Oh type ot question did the 
·ehil~en like least? 
A S'lU!Jt1la~y ot the responses is given in the final table. 
!ABLE XVIII 
EVALUA~ION OF TYPES OF QUESTIONS USED TO 
INDIOATE ~ MEANINGS OF WORDS 
Types ot questions 
Association of a definition 
with the contextual use 
o:t the wo.ttd 
Identifying antonyms 
Identifying synonyms 
Identifying wo:vds with more 
than one meaning 
Interring meanings 
Ma tch1ng wox-da w 1 th 
de.f1nitions 
Evaluation Evaluation 
by te~che:vs 'Q~ ehildren .. 
Most · Least;-·· L2.ked Liked·· 
et.f'ecti'V'a effective most least 
4 
l 
4 
l 
3 
2 
2 
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OHAP!J.lER V 
OONOLUSIONS 
This study was an attempt to evaluate the effect of twenty-
five lessons and e:Xel'oisas on the development of wo~d meaning in 
.fifth-grade children~ 'l'he~e were ~~ 1 tems to be oons1de:red.. 
Fo~ convenience in reta~ring to them, they are listed again. 
1. Effect of tbe training by this wo~d· 
meaning program as oompar-ed to the 
effect of the training by methods 
usually employed. 
s. Effect of training in wo:rd meaning on 
boy-s as compared to girls. 
3. Effect of training in wwd meaning on 
a group with IoQ• 's vanging hom 
~so ... to .99 as oompared to a group 
with X:.Q. • s xwanging fPom l~OO to 
11!19. 
4~ Teachers' collective estimate of the 
types of questions used to test 
word meaning in the exerci.ses • 
1
'l discussion of each item is given here,. in the same wdero 
l~ The amount of improvement in the ability to select cw·""' 
~act word meanings was almost doubled by the method used during 
!the experimental period as compared to the methods of teaching 
~sed during the control period. Tb1s demonstrates that the ape• 
~1al lessons and exercises have been effective in developing 
,ord meaning~ 
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2a. After the intensive training t0r sel~eting correct 
wo~d meanings; the girls* mean seore was increased slightly mo~e 
than the boys' mean score. This was true of the improvement 
p~od.uoed by- the control pe~iod~: also J so, ~obably has no sig-
n:tfioance. 
2b. Boys aehieved higher scores than giPls on all the 
tests g1vea. The mean differenee was ~e4uced a.fter the cont~ol 
period and again afte~ the experimental per1od1 however. This 
increasing improvement by tha glr'ls agrees with the results of 
experiments that indicate Children having a lesser command ef 
word meanings make ~eater progress under systematic teaching 
than do those who a~eady have a good meaning vocabulary, if 
the mental ability is the same~ 
aa. Aceo:f'ding to the data# Uhildl'en in the .S0•-.99 I.Q. 
group showed a much ~eater gain than those in the l.oo-1.19 
I.Q.. ~oup during the e.xpe~imental peric>dt Apparently some ad• 
verse element influenced this phase. of the study,. tor it is 
generally accepted that the ~eater the mental ability ehil~en 
have the more they w1ll benefit ~om a planned word-meaning 
p~ogram~ 
3b. The ehild.Z"en in the higher I.Q. group scored much be'b• 
ter on all tests than did those in the lower I.Q.. grcoup~ These 
results were as e:xpeot$dj!;~ 
4. The information presented on Table XVIII does not offeF 
an~ decisive evidenee as to which type of question is best f~ 
measuring the ability to select correct word meanings~ It is 
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svpx-is~ng that 11Association of a definition with the contextual 
use of the wo~d" did not. :receive any votes as the most efi'eot1ve 
type of question fl"om the,taaehe:rs, inasmueh as educators seam 
to . .favor the study of WOZ'ds in context a~ a means of deriving. 
thei!' meanings. PouP votes for "Identifying antony:msn as the 
least effective type of question supports .the conviction that 
teaching cannot be acoomplished. by negative information-. Un.,. 
doubtedly the chi:Ldlien chose "Ma toning wol"ds w~ th cle.f'in~ tiona n 
as the manner in whieh they most liked.to be tested because they 
were more suooess.ful with these _questions than with the others• 
Good meanings are not always available, however,. when children 
meet new words in the~ reading~ Fur the type ot qu$sti9n least 
liked three classes chase 0 Ass9ciation o.f a d~tinition with the 
contextual use o£ the word. 0 A~ inference which ~ay ~e dr~w~ 
from this fact is that the children had not been taught. the teob 
n~q11es necessary tor deriving meanings tx-om context., Most ce;r~ 
tainly~ the advantages of this method had not be'n pointed out 
to them. 
r,iiscellaneous comments were volunteered by. the various 
teachers., An examination ot them t-eveals several important 
.taots~J First among these 1s that, in mo~t instancas 11 the daily. 
work took th:t.rty minutes. This is much longer than is 'l:lsually 
recommended tor word•mea~ing lessons.. Furthermore, .t<mr teach-
ers stated the period of twanty~five censeeutive days is too 
long for such an intensive progxoam.4 
Tul'ning to a cons!deration of the content or the program# 
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it was found that the interest s.nct enjoyment displayed by the 
children was geatly influenced 'b7 the~ respective mental abil .. 
ities. Children with good mental ability found pleasure in 
reading the lessons and. were pax-tieula~ly deswous of improving 
their daily seo:res. in the exercises. !fhose with less than aver"' 
age ab111ty1 and sometimes the children with average ability, 
were bored and restless, beeause the reading material was too 
difficult for them and the exercises contusing to them. 
Opinions were expressed for and against the subject matte:r 
of the lesson!h '!he di:~ersity of the topics written on was t"elt 
to be an important raetor in holding the attention of the good 
readers t:tuaoughout the whole prt;)gX~am. Othe~ commendations 
pointed out that much of the mate~ial is intor~tive~ entertain~ 
:lng, and of cvrant interest., On the othet" hand, one teache.v 
maintained the subjects of some ot the lessons x-equiXte.d greatev 
matll.Pity to!' understanding than is generally touad in fifth• 
~Qde ch1l~en. ~1s1 of e~ae, int~~fe~ed with the funda· 
mental purpGse ot the lessons~ The only other criticism was 
that many of the lessons were too difficult for the majority of 
the pupils to read well, thus eont:fibut1ng to boredom: and laok 
ot 1ntel"est-. 
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OliAP'l'ER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTH~~ RESEARCH 
Th$ following res:aareh subjects e.:t"e suggested 1n the hope 
of obtaining more exact and detailed 1ntomnation to 'be used fo'l! 
imp:roving the methods of teaching word meaning in the fifth 
grade. 
1. Give an 1ntell1genea test bato'l!e using the twenty.-.f1ve 
word-meaning lessons and exer.oises.. Then study the improvement 
in the meaning vocabularies ot children ha"i11ng below average, 
average, and above ave~age mental abilities~ 
2. Teach two groups of ehil~en how to 'l!eoognize and usa 
context clues. In the next twenty~~1ve days give the word-mean• 
ing lessons and exercises to one group# v11bile the other is being 
taught the meanings of wo~ds by the teache~s t usual methods. 
3~ Carry on the complete word-meaning program with two 
groups of children; one that h~s had long expe~ienoe in deriving 
the meanings of words f~om context and one that has learned them 
by some other, but definite, method~. 
4.. Devise siX series of comparable tests to study the d1f~ 
.ferent types of questions used in the exercises for testing wwd 
meanings. J~dminister the tests to like groups for the pu.x:opose of 
discovering which ones are valid and reliable.,, 
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APPEND XX 
5.6 
Pmfl'EST I 
Direotions' In ea.ch line undel'sco:re tho wol'd wh1-oh means the 
sam~, o:r a.l.mos t the sime; as the first wordo 
Sample: rich wood '~ealt!!l whittle woolly 
let desire whiltl wish wait wis.e 
241 extra admire nddi ti onal ao.tion agraoement 
3. ea:z-eer p:r-omote provide profession protect 
4" ptll'pose aim noquii'C account admire 
5e bemoan beware bewail beneath behave 
s. l'an1ize undertake unwise understand urgent 
7, bUI'ied concealed oontZ"o1 costly o Ottlpan:t on 
8-<o population popular polite people px-osperous 
g·,. jagged l'ioya.l zt1ght rough round 
lOe liquid .fluid :f'lown .fleece flannel 
ll. trim nice noisy neat nuisance 
12o vaoont excite em~ty eager enough 
13~ ve.rand.a pillar po e pretend poreh 
14. roost p1ll'-SE) push porch plt;ttfol'lll 
15, highway rise radio 1'-ust 190ad 
16. p~im precise polite pretty passive 
17~ hastily quietly quickly queer quaint 
18o expensive curious cheap costly costume 
l9o idea sight suggestion sieve atroot 
20. ordinary unusual universe unite us-ual 
21. gaeo11ne fire fuel force tern 
22a stalling standard. sto.diunt stopping starting 
23. instantly inside important instlfuct inunodio.t.aly 
24o :frock dream dress dragon docree 
25o dull c.olol"less class climate cheor:ful 
26. decorate beautif'ul beauti.fy bounty bayberry 
27, fragrant nice sour scent sweet 
28., oust om handle habit hangal' harbor 
29,. $S,l'oastic cheerily elenr cruel caustic 
zo. opportunity chance chosen champion change 
31D damage invite interest injure insight 
32o pl.\olonged extended entered event entl.'e.nce 
33o ~houmatism disturbing despair diseaae disgust 
34. education taxation thrif'ty tho!'"Ough tXtaining 
35~ aoqu:l.~d owe obtained obaeuro otticia.l 
36,. delicate f"I9ee fame tx-a.gile to~t'Wle 
37• inj'Ul'Gd hunted hurt hot home 
38• tame J:~OVive relate l'enown respect 
39~ radiant shining slow ; sta.ff stupid 
40. l.iberty :fl'antic trsed.om .fright .feaX'ful 
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PlmTES~ II 
Di:roeotions: In ea.oh line underac.ore thf) wol'd which means the 
same, or almost the simi; as the tirst word .. 
Sample: .lance shark spea,l" seed shotgun 
l. unoa.n.ny weird wi<:.ket wild wea:ry 
2. lofty hill hasty high hi the~ 
3'Ci commotion terraoe tumult terttor thronged 
4e ravine gazed .glint gentian gully 
5~ eentral mourn main mol:'e m.ysteey 
6~ frisking frolield.ng f111etion fe"!!'ry firmly 
7ft erect upward ugly upright unwilling 
e. cougar prairie panthel:' pleaded pa:t'tridge 
9o gravity ahudde:r shrinking snuggled. seriousnesa. 
lOo fortunately lively loosely lonel.y luckily f 
ll.,. pirate romance robber rotal refrain 
12~ rough caustic cluster coarse aunning 
13~ eha.).te oal fuel fiber fragment :f'UX'ious 
14 .. yearn long lingeJ:Ied. liberty liquid 
l5o immortal essential extJ:I.a enormous etaxana.l 
16Q nosegay bouquet bird bower blanket 
l7e whirring whistling wharves whizzing whinny 
l8tr delioiws slipping showy stalling satisfying 
19. l',l1U.S te v appt'oo.c.b. asaomblo advise affair 
20. tztanquil c~ C,ll!l.i.m calm custom 
21~ joined umbrella -united untied tJ.SefuJ. 
22..;~ energetic a.nx.io-u.a a.P~ival astride active 
23. end we bea~ borrow buried brick 
24. finallt endlessly events explore eventually 
25~ gla~ decorate disguise dazzle dull 
26~ guest visitor violent visi'on v.o.e.o.nt 
27. oea.se awe:l:"ve stunt stop scent 
28, porridge po~tfolio pewter pottel'*y pudding 
29Q entry ermine entrance ez-upti6n eld.ett 
30(1 drea1.1y complain qheerless chilly oa.ree:r-
31~ :moat trout tx-udged tl:'enoh twilight 
3211 ~a sped. seized shifted streaks slowly 
33'1J distl"'ict reason region reliable r>enegade 
34~ g~ateful thankful tired tt~rmQil true 
35& disappear volume vacate \!'a in vanish 
364t wizard spirit subject a oreet"el' successor 
37 • thJ:aob beat bellow beast below 
3Btt waistcoat velvet vest ve!!y v-eto 
39 .. simpleton find i'ood fetttile fool 
40\" Qonatantly awful astil' o.~wa.ys a\Tiatol' 
•• 
·ss · · 
Lesson One - AUTUMN SPLENDOR 
When I awoko I thl'ow back my blanket; jumped out of bed, 
and raced to the window to watch the birds take their· morning 
dip in the gurgling fountainG Autumn had arrived and1 like a 
master arti.stp bad dressed the trees in their brilliant cost\l!lles 
ot goran11,Un :r-edq orange,. and sunshin~ ya.llow. The flower gar-den, 
the Vineynrd, and tho OX"chard alike were touched by the glowing. 
rays of the mornin$ sun. · 
I could bear a soft whirring in the distance· which told me· 
that :my neighbor m1.1St have risen with the sun to out his graaa 
and rake his leaves. Even with mt eyes s~t I could feel the 
warmth of the autumn sun and hear the beeS. buzzing about 11 gather-ing nectar frc>m al.l the flowers a!'ou.nd the linden treeo In 
auttunn•s bounty were buttettnuts gAlol"e, blue gentians for a. nose-
gay~ and haycocks aplenty in which to jump and bttl'y myself up to-
my nosee 
Now the scent of dry leaves b1ll'-ning in my n~ignboX"' s yard 
was wafted to n>.eJ and I o<;>uld see the blue cwls of' smoke rising 
f~am a procession of mounds of leavesb The delicious a~ama of 
sizz.ling bacon and pancakes was so good that I stopped my dreaming 
at the window and dashed downstairs for a. hearty breakfast. 
The le~ves a~o falling thick and fast, 
Playtng with tho children as they r-un past. 
Flasnoa or crimson, flashes of gold, 
Bright colored soldiers bravo and bold~ 
Marohins up and down the street~ 
Theso little knights kneel at your feeto 
u 
EXERCISE ONE 
I. Match each wo.rd wit,h ita definitiono 
1. watted ao :water :rising into the a~ 
b.q bubbling sound 
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2. procession __ _ 
s. fountain 
4. gera.ni\Uil 
5. gurgling 
6 • vine ;:rattd 
7. orchard 
c. a place whol'e frtli t tree$ grow 
~ place planted with grapevines 
e. eal'ried through the air 
t~ persons marching 
a~ a plant 
IIo ~noose the word in the parentheses ~ving the ~e meaning 
aa t~ word underlined and draw a line under it~ 
lo She gave he~ mother a pretty noseS!Y• (box: birdj bouquet; bower) · . 
2o It was a delicious dinnero 
(~atistying; slio\vy; simple; social} 
3. The propeller ot the plane made a whirring sound. 
{whiny; whizzing; whistling; whispering) 
4a Th-e <logs r·ollowed the scent of the fox.~ {smo.ke.z .eite; smell; spot) 
5o The women Of the village wore gay-~olored costumes. (dainty) dresses; dark; d~l) 
III~.t Refer~ing to the story~ Qomplete the :following sentence-s. 
lC) The ;first ml4al of the day is ca~led -----------·· 2.o Bees Visit the .flowe~s to get the · e 
s~ A small pile o.f hay in a field is -c-a-1•1-ed~a----------------~. 
4~ A lawn mower make.s a ·aouna .. 
5o Grap~vines are planted in a .. ' • 
6\) A plant with blue flowers ro~un~a-gr~ow-..-..i_n_g_i.,...n_a_hi~i..,ll!l'"'y--r_e_g~!r-o-n-
is a • 
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to.s:e·oti l\o.fq - CARELESS WARRIORs 
The !nd.ian wnz-t&iors ha-uled their canoes trc;>m the tranquil 
watera of the Mississippi Rivor. Placing the canoes on their 
shoulders~ they trudgod thro~h the forest· a distance of a mile, 
untiJ. they came to a strerun where they were joined by another 
band of braves. Here the chiefs of both companies ronde a muster 
o:t' their :torces 1 counting seventy .... fivo in number. After mElking 
their plans for attacking their enemy, a neighboring tribe 1 they 
all embarked again. With the skill ·of·experts~ they paddled tne 
canoes downstream~ 
They passed beautiful groves • dense .forests 1 and tangled vines 
on both sides of the stream. Occasionally a dee~, porcupine, or 
racco-on peered out at them from behind a thicket. 
It was late afternoon when they ran their canoes ashore. 
After unloading their provisions 1 some of the band proceeded to build a :fire,. while others went into tho forest to hunt .food for 
the m~al. Game was plentifult Before long the hunters returned 
with several partridges which were hastily prepared for the evening 
meal. The meal was a hearty one, and the men devoured every morsel 
of .food. 
Weary after their long journey, they st'I"ete~d themselves to 
their slumbers unawnre that their enemies were watching thei~ 
eve~y moveo They slept so heavily that they did not hear the 
approach o£ the enemy until ~ great yell broke the stillness o:t' 
the nighto 
Immediately the small encampment was in utter contusion~ 
The warriors did not have timo to r~aoh for their weapons, so 
sudd~n was the attack. It was not long before every oQe of the 
seventy-five were dead~ Their lives bAd been sacrificed through 
their carelessness. 
EXBRC IS:; ~0 
I. on tho blank line in each son to nco wri to a word \thich 
.mGans the oppo$i te of the \Tol"d 't.mdol"linod. 
lo During :·/oll!ld ;"far I! sugar uas sca.roo but nou it is 
--------------------· 
2. The boys Joineq tho search to find tho child who had 
booomo from her parents~ 
Underline tho uord in oo.ch line ~{hich ho.s tho opposite 
meo.ning ~t tho first word~ 
1~ hllsty 
2a tranquil 
3'11 joined 
bl.'I.Sy 
quiet 
togctho:r> 
quick dolibornte 
stormy smooth 
sopn.rotod held 
lazy 
still 
loose 
IIo · Using your diotionury; .fino. tho oxo.ot mcanin3 of' tho "~fords 
underlined and WI'ito tho mos.nine;s on tho lines under each 
sentoncoo 
l«> Tho wnrriora hauled their co.noos from tho river. 
IIIQ Rofc~inc; to tho soloction you ha.vo just road; \';trite tho 
wol'd which m:oans tho so.rtlc as: 
1.. to mt;l.reh s·tcadily 
21) to como or r;o noo.r 
3o a $mnll quantity 
4o to :rot! oas.ily 
s~ to assemble 
IV" Tho synonyms for draw O.l"c tug, to\!, b.au~, d..xoag:. e.7;'li:tt"a ~.-e f1 
-r.t\«\.e-t., r:hich. s~ym refer$ to · · 
1"& .o. boat'? 
2~ n car? 
3i) a tooth'? 
----
4~ a c~wd? -----
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Lesson Three .., BRAVE PIONEERS 
Ame~ica owes much to those e~rly pioneers who left the 
comforts of the older settlements nnd vent~d out into the 
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vast wildernessQ Theywe~e energetic men and w~en~ willing to 
endure the hardships of the Now Wcrld in their attempt to explore 
and claim n~w land~ which up to that time was oceup~ed by Indians 
and wilq animals$ 
Taking only their essential b&longinga 6 thoy journeyed 
westwnrd in large covered wago.ns. Traveling wna ve"»y dif'ficultll 
as the forests were ·thick with undergrowth and the mountains were 
steep and rocky~ Many wore the dangers they encountered as they 
crossed rivers, mountains!) and p:rairies in seareh of more fertile 
soilo Indian attacks were frequent, and it was not uncommon for 
the wayfarers to see the remo..1ns of what hnd once been a thriving 
settlemento · 
When they tina2ly arrived nt their dostinutions, the tasks 
of elea!\ing the land9 building the (}nbins, and l>lanting the c1.Yops 
were b~fore them~ With undaunted courage they set to WQ~kb nnd 
bef>o~e long their villagoa grew llpo 
The picture ot people living eloee to the wilde~ness~ while 
cherishing their ancestral traditionsp baa a certain charm for 
us todayo 
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EXERCISE TRREE 
Io Plaeo a c~osa (x) botoro tho def'inition uhich shows the 
\ use ot the word in tho story. 
'-._.,.t 
1. The '&-ord cdtn.forts means: 
anytl1ing that r.1o.kos trouble oasie:r to boa.%' 
person or t11inB that makes lito easier 
2~~ The word ondurc moans: 
to last 
uadorgo 
IIe Match each ~1ord tTith its dotil'li.tiOna 
1" uneo.mmon at~ took 9osse$sion of 
2o eo.mfol'ts b .. ~mdorao 
3o venture a. unusuo.l 
4o end~o d. a risky unde~taking 
5., occupied e. trood0111 from hardships 
IIIo Tho antonyms for ~~ild &!'e tanto, domostioated• oultivatE:ld" 
civilized, culturoa;-oaMa, orderly, restrained~ sens~ble~ 
controlled, 
IV. 
lo i:"!hich o:f the antonyms of 1lilcl 1:11ght bo usod in referring 
to animals? ' ,a 2. Which might bo used i'n roi'errine£ to plants. 
31) t'Jhicfi m!:}nt be usod in rorerring to people? 
?ill in tho blanks tTi th the uords uhich moan the opposi to 
of tb.a words ~"l.nO.cn'\linodo 
1" ;.Ial"y depa-rted .f'o~ school jtlst a.a hor cousin _____ ,___, 
2o Uild an~ma!s aro usually feared but ones 
arG~loved. ----------------
Dro.w a lins une.cr tl'le word, or vortlsp vhich best des.cri'bos 
tho litoaning or tho vtord. une.ox-linod. 
lQ A person 'tho is oner~etic is (lazy; slllB.rt; eacor o uork) 
2. Anything that is ossontiul is 
(o~ect, interesting; necassary) 
3~ A land thAt is fortilo is (barren; produc£i'vo; hot) 
4, To en<!lure r.toa11s 
{to bear'; to oneirele J to dist'\.'\rb} 
\ 
Lesson Four - 'l'EE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH 
The village of Lexington had begun to feel the effects of 
country travel over its two mo.in roo.ds which met at the Comm.on.Q 
John Buckm.D..n's Tavern was almost the last one on the r-oad to 
Boston~ There had sprung up·near it the great necessity of the 
day .. blacksmith shops whereg to avoid delay; much of tb.a wol"k 
was done at nighto- The f.orge was at the end of the shop.., The 
lower part was ~hapod like a brick oveno Di~e~tly over it hung 
a hood o£ metal to cntdh the sparks and smoke~ From the hood, 
n pipe veo..ched to the old brick chimney. The soot wo.a cloe.ned 
from this frequently to pttevent a fire from ocourringjt The anvil 
was located nearly in the middle of the shop to give the sndth 
room to swing ht a b.o.mtne r 11 
The fuel used by the blo.eksllli th was coke P cb:tr>-eoal? or soft 
coal. In order to get o. good hot fire he would pump the bellows 
alowly4 When the tii'e began to burn brightlyJ he would stop 
pumpingo 
In the evening the. glo.re of the fire would be re£lected 
!':J:\om the anvil in shinunering streaks of light. The heat of the 
flames in the oven wns so great that the blacksmithVs fo.ce and 
arms shone with perspiration~> 
The ami th was o. mo.n of' good education and high standing in 
the community. Hia customers liked to discuss the atf'airs o'f 
the day with himo Henrl Wadsworth Longfellow's immortal poem 
iVThe Village Blacksmith~ causes somo people to yearn fo:r too 
time when the blacksmith was such o.n impo~tnnt pe~son in every 
town. 
., . 
"-....,..-i 
!o Match each word with its definitiono 
l.~ fuel 
2Q bellow-s 
~o tozoge 
4.o eduoa. tion __ _ 
sll streaks 
a~ used for blcwing ~ire 
ba schooling 
c ~ long thin lines 
do sweat 
e& anything that can be burned 
to mak.e a useful fireo 
4o a place where metal. ia heated 
and hammered into shape~ 
IIo W~ite a synonym fot'-' each or too following words: 
liJ perspiration 
2~ glare 
3ii forge 
4. yearn 
I!I.,. The words forge, refle·oted, fuel, a.nd g1.are have sevelJal 
xneaningso Underline the sentences which show thei~ ua.e 
in the stor,yQ 
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lo It is unlawful to for~ a aheoko · 
The .forge of the blac nrl.th was used f'o:r a meeting place" 
The 1eaaer eoillm£mded his troops to forge o.headl) 
z. The dog's inlage was refieoted in the pool" 
His bad actions refleeted on his pa.rentsO" 
3o Many hOlnes use gas and oil. for fuel.~ 
Hi$ uhkindness was fuel to her ~edo 
. -----
4~ It is impolite to glare at peopleo 
The pond was a glare of ioe~ 
The Elare from the automobile lights blinded bi~e 
Refer~ing to the selection you have just r&ad» w~ite the 
word which means the same a a : 
~~ feel a ·longing t~ 
2~ gave back a.tl image ot 
3o living roreve~ 
4 ~ bloek of olay baked. by tire 
5. man who works with iron 
Lesaon. Fivo - BO!D SEA ROBBERS 
Just atte~ the discovery of Americat rich treasure 
galleons crossed the ocean regulArly in order to car~y the 
~iches of Peru and Mexico to Spain. It is no wonder, then, 
that pirates were a1waya ~ying to plunder these ships of 
their weal tll. 
The pirates used to hide their ships in secret ha~bors 
in the isles of the West Indieso In these havens they would 
wait ~or the treasure sbips 1 with thei~ go~d and glittering jewels 1 to pass close by. Darting out o.f i:;he bo.rbo~ with their billowing sails glistening like ivory~ the fast pirate 
ships and their cunning crews would investigate any ship 
which they thought might be co.rl:"ying a .fortune. 
Sometimes the crafty Spanish would deoeive the pirates 
by disguising war ships as treasure ships., Then there would 
be a fUrious bo. ttle which lasted until one side wiped out 
the other .. 
. The pirates would grasp the sides of the othel" ship 
w1 th,. hooks and climb o.b o!J.lld a.rmed with pistols, kni ve a~'· 
and cutlasses. In such hand-to-hand .fighting, the pirates 
were u.aun.lly better than their Spanish enemies. It the 
pirates won, they would plunder the othe~ ship und. t~n 
blow 1 t up With barrels of' gunpowde:r. 
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The myste~y o.~ to why the pirates never attacked English 
ship~ was soon 'so1Ve'4 by the Spanish. The English were 
encouraging the.lJe robbers of' the sen.s to weaken Spain 2 s 
hold on the riehes in America• This was one of the reasons 
that Spain deolnred the war on Engln.nd tho.t was end~d with 
the defeat of the Spnnish Armo.da in 1588~ . 
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EXERCISE FIVE 
e Io Matoh each word with its d.efinitiono . 
1~ instantly a.. <I essential 
2o cruel b. persistent 
3o necessary c .• to win by overcoming obstacles 
4~ vision dQ inhuman 
5o stubborn eo creation of the imagination 
6a conquer fo without delay 
IIn Draw a line under the b-est answ·er in the parentheses. 
lo He who is cruel is 
(me~oiful; gentle; humane; merciless) 
2o When something is seen otherwise than by ordinary sight 
tve say it is a 
(saint; vision; valor; angel) 
3o That which is astonishingly large is often said to be (trivial; slight; unimportant; tremendous.) 
4o A rogue is another name for a (rook; scamp; rumor; r~uer) 
5~ To turn aside means 
(to retreat; sweep; swerve; swell) 
III() Referring to the selection you have just readg write the 
word which means the same as: 
. 1. nestled 
2o a dishonest pe~son 
3$ small islands 
4. try to take hold of 
5. robber oh the high seas 
6o something that cannot be explained 
----------------
IV. The word rough· has many synonyms~> Some of them are; hairy, 
shaggy, uneven, harsh, rude, coarse, rugged, crude, uncoutho 
Use the correct synonym for rough before each of the follow~ 
ing words: 
lo- animal 6o oil 
2~ dog 7. sound 
3~ mountain 81) behavioxw 
4 .. cloth 9. waves 
5. table lOo country boy 
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Lesson Six - NEW ENGLAND INNS LONG AGO 
Travel throughout New England two hundred years ago was 
very uncomfortable and tiresome.. A traveler always looked 
forward to the fellowship and comfort of the inn at the end 
of tho day~· There Ul:'e several of these inns in Massachusetts 
which are kept as they were in those early daysa 
Stepping into the main room of such an inn one cnn 
picture the tr~velers, enjoying u tasty supper, telling 
each other stories and sipping hot drinks from pewter mugs. 
The metal tureens in a cabinet against the wall gleam in 
the ;tirelight 41 Sterun rises from the .copper kettle of' hot 
water banging in the f'ireplaceQ Servants came in from the 
kitchen, carrying bowls o£ hot porridge and gruel tor a 
gr-oup of travelers who hllve just arrived. Dippers of hot 
water are poured into earthenware jars f'ol:' guests who want 
to go to their rooma and wash before eating 9 The innkeeper 
enters with seve~l bottles of homemade wine brought up 
.from the cellaro 
One tro.velex- is showing ethel's in the room some ivory 
carvings that he bought in Africo., while another man displaY::t· 
beautiful pieces of Indian pottery which he wants to sell. 
The la.test news from Boston is being loudly discussed in one 
corner. Sooner or lo.terp though, someone starts a story and 
the rest cease their conversation to listen., 
Many stories first told in the inns of Mn.sso.chusetts 
huve been inherited by us today and can be found in books ... 
Hen~y Wadsworth Longfellow ho.s put several such stories into 
poetry in his famous "Tales of u Wayside Inn11tt The Wayside 
Inn can still be found in Sudbury, Massachusetts, looking 
much the same way it did bofore the Revolutiona 
EXER:O!Sl£ SIX. 
I 9 Draw a. line under the definition which tells the meaning 
of each wo~d underlined~ 
111 A t~ee.n is a. 
A west is 
Potte~y ls 
Hnt drinks were served 
tea kettle 
tunnel 
deep dish 
pudding 
portfolio 
porx-inger 
one who guesses 
a guide 
a visitor 
a burying ground 
dishes made from Gla1 
one who is poor 
in 
glasses 
pev1tel:' m1.1gs 
containeJ?s 
6o In the story water was poured into 
7o The servants served 
large tubs 
tUl'eens 
earthemvare jars 
ioe c!l'eam 
porridge 
dumplings 
a. The carvings shown by the travele~ were made from 
ivory 
gold 
silver 
II~ Matoh each wo~d with its definitiona 
lo cease _._ao a long handle container 
2o inherited b., dis~s made from baked olay 
. . ....... 3. uncomfortable _c<> talk 
4. conversation . do to come to an end 
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5. dippe~ ____ eu received pos~essions f~am anoesto~s 
6o --earthenware _f~ causing diseomto~t 
Lesson Seven • THE CASTLE 
Have you ever seen a castle, 
I mean one tbnt was built long ago? 
Rave you ever walked on its drawbridge 
And looked down o.t the moa.t below? 
Wellp once with my motheP and auntie 
On a trip through lovely Spainp 
We came upon one of these la.ndmarks 
Where once a lor-d. held claim<> 
You aee 1 t was not like we 1 d dreamed or· .. 
No, 1 t wo.s dreary, glo.omy and cold; 
It seemed to us like a prison 
Weather-beaten, forbidding, nnd oldo 
We stood for a while at its entry 
Looking up o.t the tnPrets so high; 
As it loomed there in the twilight; 
A spectre against the sky~ 
Gone were the courtiers and ladies, 
The knights who had fenced ~ith a foil$ 
Gone were the lords who hnd ruled so strong 
And the serfs who had tilled the soil~ 
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EXERGISE SEVEN 
I. Match eaoh word with it~ definition • 
l. entry a .. light,. blunt :;JWord 
2. dreary b. between sunset and night 
3. twilight c. entrance 
4. drawbridge , d. slaves 
5. serf's e. cheerless 
6, foil r. a bridge mad~ to draw up 
II. Under ea~h of the following words li~t at least four antonyms. 
III .. 
dreaey 
1. 
2. -----------· 3. 
4. 
l. 
2. 
~ .. 
4. 
gl eami!J6 
The word ~ has several diff'erent meanings. Use your 
dictional'~ .find the meanings and then write the meaning 
on the line below the sentence they belong to. 
1. The young page served his king well. 
2. You may turn to page ten. 
3. If you call the hotel they will page your friend. 
IV. Under, ea,ch or the t'ol.lowing words list at le~st three 
synonyms. 
v. 
l. 
2. 
gloomy 
3 .. ------
1. 
2. 
3. 
guard 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Referring to the selection you have just read, write the 
word which means the same as: 
1~ oourt attendant 
2. a trench 
3. a little tower 
4. entrance 
5. depressed 
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LG a$on E1Jmt - Tim Dl\AGON OF MIDlAND 
... ' ' .~ . . 
. . .· 
A dreadful dragon was te~~ifying the natives of a small 
district in M.idlo.nd... emerging fl'.om the foitest from time to 
time and killing the inhabitants of the villages~ So violent 
was the cronture that no one dared attack it; and no sword o~ 
lnnce could pie~e its hide~ Seeing the peopleis plight, the 
Giant Boring grasped the dro.g.on in hia powe:::>f\11 hands and 
forced ~t on its back. Then he knelt upon the $norting monster 
and etra.ngldd 1 t with his hAnds., 
The people ot the villages were so g~ateful that they 
invited Boring to be thei~ rulerc 
THE DRAGON 
A terrible c~eat~e the dragon was~ 
Who lived long, long agoo 
His body was covered with scales and claws, 
And to all men he brought woei 
9 Tis said he ~onmed through Villages~ 
~n good people were asleep~ 
From there he took the cottagers 6 
away off to the forest deep~ 
Now, a kindly giant no.nted. Boring» 
Aware ot the people's plight~ 
Into the torest st~ode one morningf 
And strangled the dragon en sight8 
EXERCISE E!GRT 
I. Underline the sentence below in wbioh the word bide is 
used in the same way it ia uaed in the story,. -
1. Dark clouds hide the aun . -
2. Mary and Alice are playing hide and aeeko 
3. The eowts hide will be used to make leather.o 
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IIe. Dr!ikw a line under the best answer in the parentheseStt 
lQ A dragon is a (dwar~; ernfty dragoon; huge ae~pent)~ 
2$ A region is a (renegade; reptile; part of the world;list)~ 
3. Seized me~ns to (run away; hide; refuse; grasp)Q 
4. A spea~ ia a (seed; lan¢e; shark; shotgun)$ 
s~ Frighten ~ans (alert; surprised~ happy; ve~y cold; 
sudden fear)., 
III~ WPite a synonym tor each of the following words: 
l.o inhabitants 
2o- akin 
3. frightening 
4 <> thankful 
5<11 spear 
6. monster 
1 .,. ztegion 
a. seized 
IV& In the story y~ have just ~ead find the words which mean 
the same as the numbered wordsa 
l.,. .frightening 
2., coxning out 
3o an animal'S skin 
4, imaginary animal 
5o. thankful 
6o to take hold of 
7.,. ttegion 
a~ people who live in -one pla.ae ----------
9o force the breath violently 
lOo a long wooden spear with a 
sharp iron or steel hoad 
Leason Nine ... THE SOROERER 1S_ AP~~NT_!CE 
. '\ -· ~ 
wThe Sore ex-erts Apprentic.en ~ by D\lko.s, ia e. musical oom.po-
sition based on an old Gel'nllln folk to.le~ It is the story of" e. 
small boy who worked tor a powerful wizard. The soroe~er and 
his boy lived in a thAtch roof cottage at the edge ot a dense 
foresto 
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One d.o.y the w:Lzard went out to gather herbs in a hidden 
ravine. The boy was left alone to clean up the cottage and 
bring in water from the brook~ lt was getting dark as he went 
through the wioket to the strerurt.. A frog wo.s cronking on the 
bank and the wind was murmuring through the reeds.. A raven 
caw&d mournfully nearby. The ripple ot tho brook and the twitter 
ot birds bad a strange sound for the boy_, who felt very nel'vous. 
Suddenly he thought he saw a g6blin step out of the thicket 
yonder acroas the brook. His heart throbbed with tear, and be 
dashed. tnEldly bao-k to the cottage., He was afro.id to go ba.ok for 
water, but be did not dare disobey his mn.ster" 
Then he saw the sorcerer~s wand lying Qn the table where 
his master bad left it·" The- boy, who often had wanted to try 
out the wizard's ma~ie picked up tho wand and waved it at the 
broom :resting against the wall<> 11 Co.I~ry wat.er,n he ordered the 
brooma Instantly tAe b~oom sprouted arms and legs, picked up 
two pails, and went down to the brooke It returned. with the 
pails full and filled the kettle over the hearthe Back and 
forth it went until all the containers were overflowing. 
Although the little apprentice had been delighted to have 
his work done·tor h.ill'lg he now ordel'ed the broom to stop, It · 
kept right on, however, and the water spilled out on the floor, 
The boy became f~ious, seized an ~Xp and chopped the-broomstick 
in half~ Instantly there were two brooms carrying water. Every 
tilne he cut one ot tru> 'broomstick~ in halfp there would be two 
in its plo.~eo Soon there was so ~uch watar in the eottage that 
the boy was swept outaideP olingi~g to the table to s~ve himself 
t~ drowning~ · 
Just then the :m.o.giaian returned to get the wand lle had left 
bebindo Seeing the flood rushing towards him, ~ orde~ed the 
water to stop and it disappeared, ns wall as the broomsticks 
that had carriad it~ The frightened boy begged his master to 
forgive him~ The fto.r-cerer felt sot-ry :f'or the boy9 so did not punish him; but made him promise he would never ngain tx-y to 
use the magic wand.-
EXERO :tSE U :tNE 
~ I~ Draw a line under the correct answer in the parentheses. 
1. A wizard :ls a (spirit; succe~Hlor; subject; soree~er) 
2. A goblin is a (sorcerer; sprite; scallop; scholgr} 
3., A raven is n (beale;' "bird; blue jay; boa.) 
4~ A wicket is a (garden; gate; gorge; gnome) 
5o ~he wo~d disap~eared means (ventured; van!sliedO; viciou~; v0teran) 
II+ Referring to the selection you have j'ust read~> write the 
word which meane the same aS! 
1(1 ·deep narrow valley 
2o a very little wave 
3. sound made by birds 
4. small trees growing close together -----------------5. beat rapidly or strongly 
6 • more distant 
III4 Write a synonym for each of the following words: 
1~ s.orcerer 
2. instantly 
3,. herbs 
4 " f'\l,j? i 0\18 
5~ throb 
6~ wizard 
7 4 yonder 
8. mournfully 
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Le-sson Ten ... STAGE P!AYS OF LONG AGO 
., . 
.. ... .. 
.. · .... •.! 
, .. 
, : . .... 
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One of the main forms of ento:rto.inment am¢ng the common 
people of Italy. two hundred years ago was the visit ot st~olling 
companies of actors to the small towns. These groups put on 
comic plays outdoors, either in the town square or in the 
bazaar Where people had gathered to buy and sell goodso 
The stage wo.s just a. wooden platform and costumes weXta 
not much different from the clothes worn by the n:udience who 
atood in front wo.tching the pluylt· Some of the actors, though, 
wore special waistaoo.ts. 
At the beginning of tho play o.n actor in a long flannel 
tunic would explain whnt the play WQ.S going to be about and 
where it was supposed to to.ko plo.ce. There was hardly any 
scenery~ 
One actor always played the simpleton, who wo.s constantly 
being laughed at by tho audience beco.uso of the foolish mistakes 
he made. Almost all of the actors made up their lines as the 
play went along and would seldom repeat what they had said the 
last time they acted tho part. 
The parts of small children were sometimes played by midgets. 
Boys,.disgU.ised ns women1 noted in the female parts(> They bustled 
across the stage i~ bright bodices, long rustling skirts~ and 
bonnets ornamented with ribbons nnd feathers, 
These early comi-c plo.ys would seem dull now, l;>ut t.o the 
people then they were new nnd mnrvelouso However, mnny ideas 
in modern movies and plays can be traoed to these early comedieso 
........ ··- ~· ._ ...... --··--...... 
Io Ref'e!Ting to the selection y-ou have just ~ead• wx-ite 
the word whieh means the sa;n1o as: 
lo a elose~titting jacket like waist 
2. a silly person 
3~ aoft woolen cloth 
4. deeoro.ted 
5. assemblage of shops 
II. Match each woro with its definition. 
a~ a hip-length or longer blouse 
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let repeat 
2. tunic 
5o midget 
bo to change the dress or appearance 
Co exciting 
4Q waistcoat 
5o marvelous 
6., disguise 
do to say or utter again 
c~ a very small pe~son 
£. a ll1D.nts vest 
III~ ~ita a synonym for enah of the following words: 
1. tunic 
2'6 waistcoat 
3" c.os tume s 
4o simpleton 
IVo Draw a line under the best an~rer in the parentheses. 
1& A simpleton is a 
(serpent; servant; fool.; shuttle) 
2. A bazaar is a 
(barter; market place; barrackJ barrage) 
5~~ A midget is 
(large; immense; big; little) 
4. A bodice is a (vest; butier; breeches; vestry) 
5,\1 A tunic is a (fish; garment; melody; turban) 
6., The opposite of disguise is 
(pretend; disgust; reveal; disgraosl· 
Lesson Eleven - CHRISTMAS IN ENGLAND 
. ._.. .. 
:·:·>. . . .. 
.. _ ... ' 
'4'" . • 
·'·'• .~ :. . 
.· 
Children all over the world look forward with 
great joy to the twenty-fifth of December~ On that 
day is celebrated the birthday of Christ~ 
Far across the ocean in England~ the people look 
forward to the day as the most joyous t~e of year6 
To celebrate this festival the mothors olean the houses 
inside and out. They decorate the windows with bayberry 
candles and f'ro.grant green boughs ... 
The yulolog bus long been associated with the 
Christmas celebration~ It has been the custom for 
many years to burn a yulelog at this season-· This 
is a large green oak root whioh will burn slowly 
f'or a long time. 
Just before Christmas the log is hauled :from the 
:forest by ~· group of young people6 It is lighted on 
Christmas Eve from the charred end of the yulelog u~ed 
the pl'evious year, and is kept burning throughout the 
festive week<> 
The yulelog is to England what tbe Christmas tree 
is to Americn. 
\ 
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EXERCISE EIEVEN 
I4 Place a cr-oss (x) before the det'inition which shows the 
use of the word in the storyo 
l. ~he word haul means: 
-,:-; to change the course ot a ah1p 
2. a single catch 
3. to pull with force 
2. The word festival means: 
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'1. an entertainment on behalf ·Of some cha~ity 
2u a joyful celebration in honor of same 
religious event. 
3. The word custom means: 
lo made or done to order 
2~ duties paid on imports 
3~ praQtice 
IIo Draw a line under the word, or words~ which best describes 
the meaning of the word underlined.., 
1~ A festival is a (courageous person; talsehood; joyful celebration) 
2. A ~lelo~ is a . {yacht;arge block of wood; yarn) 
3$ To decorate means 
(to describe; to beautify; to discharge) 
4o The word fra¥rant means (delicious; ragile; sweet-smelling) 
III. Refe~ing to the selection you have just read, write the 
word which means the same as: 
IV. 
1. to pull with fo~ce 
2. the fruit of the baytree 
3~ burned partially 
4. joyful celebration 
5o sweet smelling 
6 .. beautify 
7. tradition 
s~ lar~o green oak ~oot 
W~ite a synonym for each of the· follo\ving words: 
lo .festival 
2o deeoi'ate 
34 fragrant 
4o- custom 
Losson Twelve ~ VACATION LAND 
= 4 :A a.. . 
Midwinter trips to tho southern states are becoming 
more and more popular. Florida will have thousands of 
visitors this eoasono Its delightful alimuto and beau-
titul sceno~y will b~ u pleo.so.nt cho.ng& toto those who 
dislike the d;tsagl'eeable and unc-omfortable cold of the 
northern states. 
Sufferers of rheumatism will welcome tho opportunity 
to enjoy thfr warm sun, hoping to bo cured of their illness 
1n same miraculous wny~ Roli.nble hotels ulwa.ys take 
particUlar care to ussuro the comrorts and plea~ures of 
their guests hoping they will prolong their visits. 
Those who enjoy nature will find delight in the 
motor trips over improved roa.ds9 Florida bas consider-
o.ble bi~d life, and one mnY, po.usc to watch these gay 
streaks of color us they flit.from troo to tree, Lovers 
of flowers will enjoy their beo.uty o.nd great vo.Piety4 
Florida thoroughly deserves the great popul.o.rity it 
enjoys. 
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EXERCISE 1'WELVE 
I.o Ohoose the cor~eet word from. the lis.t of words in the 
pa~entheses and write it on the line(! 
1~ When we can depend on people we say they are __________ o 
(rich; refined; repul.ai ve; reliab~e) 
2o When the temperature soa~s to 100 F we are usually -------~ (unwel.come; uncomfortabl.e; ungrateful; unequal) 
So Many people visit Florida to enjoy its---------" (space; staff} senti~nt; scenery) 
•~ The hotels of Florida have many . (¢olds; customs; columns; comfor~~-s~)--------------
II. Match eaeh word with its definition. 
le motor a·~~~ disease of the joints 
2o disagreeable bo things whi,ch make life easiex-
3o p~olonged e(T general appeuranae 
4~ scenery d.o chance 
5. comfottts e" engine which makes a thill$ go 6 .. rheumatism t(l unpleasant 
7. opportunity gtt extended 
III. Insert the correct words in the following sentences. 
. comfortable ~ uncomfortable 
1. My father will. exchange t~e old, ------- car for 
a m~e oneQ 
damaged ~ improved 
2. The storm the road· so badly thlit it had 
to be efore it could be used again. 
agr~eab1e ~ disagre~able 
3. People who are . have many friendso peop1:e have few~ 
--------------------IV. Rererring to the selection you bavo just read, write th~ 
word which means the s~ ~s: 
1. make better 
2. like a miraele 
3. reeling discomfort 
4<J ~two~thy 
s. to be worthy of 
6it attentive to details 
Leason Thi~teen ~ SPORTS 
. 
•·.: .... .. 
I 
1 
to' 
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As thG f~ontier p~ssed from our life und men obtained more 
lei~e~ athletics began to develop~ Today there is ~ tremendous 
interest in sports and an ~ctive participation in them by young 
and old. 
One of the chief benefits tram sports is the deve~opment 
o:t: sound bodies which will meet the physicnl demands of our 
daily liveso Th~re have been many examples of men who have 
achieved fame in the sports world, in spite of their delicate 
heal tho 
At tho present time 9 in many cities IU).d towns the gene~al public feels that athletics shoul4 be a part of the education 
of its youth. Municipal projects for the encouragement of 
sports ru::"e being earriod on to make athletics available to 
rich and pool\" 
Whethe~ one is playing on the gridiron or sitting in the 
stadium watohing n game~ the self-discipline he exerts develops 
in him the highest ideals of sportsmo.nshiPo 
Sports in ~veryday life are serving tho interests of . 
demooraoy much the so.me as the challenge of the f':z.ontier did 
bef'o~e t~o They continue the development of leade~ship and 
~air play that we~e chnracteristics of every successful fron~ 
t1er.sman. 
EXERCISE THIRTEEN 
IQ Referring to. the selection you have just read, Wl"ite the 
word which means the same a~: 
lo not. private 
2~ training 
3~ lofty reputation 
4. acquired 
II. Fill the blank With a w~rd which means the opposite or 
the word underlined.s 
lo Pupils who are aotiva aoc~plish more than those who 
are • 
2(l John gbes to the J?Ubffc school. and his cousin goes to 
a sc ool~ 
3.., He who seeks frune should never bring 
to hi$ name.- -------
IIIQ The words gridiron and delicate have several different 
meanings. underline the meanings which show their use 
in the story-"' 
The word sridiron means: 
1. a utensil used for b~oiling 
2. a frame for supporting scenery in a theater 
54 a football field 
The word deli ca. te nreans; 
1. pleasing to taste 
2o lightly flavored 
3. easily injur·ed 
IV. ~o complete these sentences select the oorrec.t word fl'Oltl. 
those in the parentheses and write it on the line. 
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1~ A person w~o is often 111 is usually oonside~d -----------• (s.maiPt; la.~y; delicate; happy) 
2o We went to the to see the football (a:r?ena; gymmt$ium; school; stiadium} 
3<> I:f Jim bad reoe;tved some he might not 
have failed in his exa.min--a~t.,.i-on~s-(1;------
ga~. 
(work; encouragement; wealth; ~riendsbip) 
4~ A football field is often called a 
(~ond; ~ink; track; gridiron) ----~-------------
5" People go to school to receive an o (allowance; eduea tionj ente!'tainme~n-r~"l=J-ffi~ool!.""iS~y~)....---
·e 
Lesson Fourteen .. THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER 
.,-t .......... : ••. • . 
Every boy a.nd girl who attends school. should realize that 
the suocesa of the schocl depends upon the students. Perhaps 
one ot the best ways. to develop se.hool spirit is thl'ough the 
pub1ish1ng of n ~Qhool newspnpeJ:t. 
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At the Hancock School the school newspaper is not considered 
nn extra task to keep students out-of mischief. Its purpose is 
. to provide an outlet tor student thought. The work of the com-
mittee is not limited to the English period, but reaches out tor 
material to other subjects and activities of the school~ 
Every child in the school is permitted to hand news to the 
reporters. For those students who desire to make a career of 
writingil the newspaper provides an opportunity to write interest .. 
ingly and o.ccu.ro.tely on topics that will be read with relish 
by po.renta and studentse 
When working togothe~ pupils are at liberty to g~ve opinions 
and otter suggestions. Although they mny not always be in accord 
with one another, they leo.rn to settle disputes in an int.elligent 
Il1ll nne:t'. 
It bas been found that those who previously spent their 
t~e complaining about the school hnve became ita most loyal 
s.uppo~ers~ 
I. DPaw a line unde~ the wo~d in the pa~entheses which mean~ 
the opposite of the 'o/Ot-d undet-l.ined in: each sentence. 
1. The American people ehjoy libertz. 
{freedom; s~avery; parades; luxuries) 
2 .. If we publish a ])~per it will mean extra WQ:rk. 
( extend; g:rea te:r; ~ ~p S'S; good) 
' 
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II. Draw a lin~ under the ~ord, or words, which beat deso~ibes 
the meaning ot t~e·.'Words und.e~J.ined. 
\ ' 
1. The word dfaput~ means: (t<.J a:rguerrf'Etb~y:; to dislike; to <;Uslodge) 
2. The word ext~ .. means: 
( e~tend J aaatt:t-onal.; energy) 
5. ~e wol:"d OU§fUt' means: ·. 
(caret; bureau.;.::;i?r~f'es~ion) 
III. Draw a. line under .blle :.WOI'd in the parentheses which means 
the same as the wo~d uuderlined in each sentence. 
l. The &0.1 tor1~1I;-o<la·r~ .ei'pia+ned the _mgpose of the school 
newspapel\:\tr ~e st-udent b't)dy. { pro~am J ·; ailftj • Jess on; :I\G'};)ort) 
2. ~e repo~,~~s wdll welcome-$~gestions from the stud~nt 
body. l ' . i < ' ( ideas ; .s~<lr~~As; . poe-ms; p~i ~e-a) ·· .. 
3. Some pupt~s ~Y wish to make newspa.pel' wol"k a careex-.. 
( OEU"Gen; \~f'ess:;t'on; moneyJ task} .. . 
4. Constant ~.omplJ:tini~ on the pattt ot students is bad for 
the m.o:ral~\of' aqw se ool. · 
(noi$e; g~~ing: chatte,r; chAnging} 
5. Pupils wlio"des!;.re to contl1ibute articles to .the newspe.pex-
al'e encoujQ.,gea 'io send them in each week_. 
(devote,; ~tslike ;./ wish; des¢rib.e) · .: 
IV. Plaee a· o~oss .-<~roeto~ the det~nition wp.ioh shows the use 
of the word ~ the stotty.. · 
~ .. 
1. The word extt"a. means r .. · .-. ·: .,. ,. . :':~ - -~ 
1 .. an ed~~~on _of a.'~ii~w:i¥1-;."'other than the X'egulaX' one 
2. beyond or g:re1;1.ter tban '>. 
a. som.etHt.ng "9f tin e.x.tra quality 
2, ·The word ~&re:er. means: 
1. a eho-Jii~ ·gallop · 
2, a oo~ae·. t-i.el.d 1 as ror racing 3. a p~otesaiO_l.;l demanaing special preparation 
.. :·., 
Lesson Fifte n ~ RESPECT FOR PUBLIC PROPERTY 
..;, .... ;·· .. ·. 
.... ~ . · .. . · 
. . 
.. , . 
\.>',, ....... .. 
, . 
Today p ople are dist~bed by the amount o£ drunaga 
boing done t public property bt boys nnd girls who are 
contemptuous of law and order. !n some communities it 
hAs been nee ssary to provide extra policeman to pntrol 
areas on whi h publio buildings nro located. 
Same ci i~ens bemoan tho lack or respect youngsters 
seom to have t'ol' law and order~~ They are impatient with 
the slowness of tho pblice d0pnrtmenta in apprehending these 
children. I stead, they reco~ond instant apprehension of 
the offender · so that other~ wo'tlld be impressed by lo.w en ... 
fox-cement. 
Perbnps n bettor way would be to give suoh boys and 
gi~ls nn app rtunity to take n more active part in the cam~ 
munity ~ffai s- They would loo.rn, through participation, 
the amount t ttmo and money spent ench year to give them 
the comforts and conveniences they now enjoy~ By learning 
tho true men ing of' citizenship thoy would doubtless beoome 
obedient to he lnws that are made .t'or tho :protection of 
li.te a.nd pi" er>tYo 
.t< 
.... 
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EXERCISS FIFT.EEN 
I. Write an antonym for! each of the i'ollowing wottd&: 
1~:~ im~atient 
2. ob~dient 
3. nepessary 
4. c optemptuous 
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Now 'llise &e.ch antonym in a sentence to mo.ke its meaning alee.r. 
1~ --~----------------------~--------------------------
2. --~------------~------------------------------------3~ --~--------------------------------------------------4~ --~--------------------------------------------------
II. Rete~t-ing to the f!election you hAve just road.p write the 
wcmd ~hich mean~ the same as: 
1. tc bewail 
2<> essential 
3~ scornful 
4c willing to obey 
5. undoubtedly 
III. Write a. synonym tor each :a! the following words: 
1. bemoan 
2. iltlpa. tient 
3. necessa.ey 
4. obedient 
Now t se eaah synonym in a sentence to show that you under ... 
ste.nc its meaning. 
1. 2~ --~--------------------------------------------------
39 --r-----~----------~--------------------------------
40 --~------------------------------~-----------------
LGseon S1xte n • THE OHAMOIS 
lotty pe~ks of $Witzerlnndt 
Tower high into too o.i.r, 
ile just below the timberline 
Are grasses rich and rnre. 
on these gentle slo~s each dn.y ~ 
Sm.all bands of' cbamoi~ rorun, 
E eh guarded by their lender. 
A Xemale that's full grown. 
F r she ie quick to get the scentt 
Of hunters po.ssing by• 
fore their bullets oan be sent, 
She utters o. shrill cry• 
en quickly over rock o.nd crag9 These nimble arontures fly,. 
aeek a. quiet ha.ven, 
Away from h:uman eye'¢ 
,,. 
The a I ois are small, goat•like animals which roam on th$ 
lofty peaks of the Alps nnd on the mountains of western Aaiae 
An interest ng tact about these animals is their colore Their 
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hair is br in winter, brown fawn in summer, and grayish in 
spring. Th ir heads are pale yellow wi. th a black band frOtrl the 
nose to the ears and surrounding tbe eyes; the~r tails are black. 
. . 
They t a.vel in sms.ll herds# and while they gXJaze one chAmois 
alWt!.YS {ltands guardo This guard is a .full ... grown chan1ois whose rema~kable tars and eye$ are keen and alert. Immediately at the 
approach of ~n enemy this wary animal ~tters ~n uncanny c~y. This 
is a signal to. the othet' aninulls thAt there is d.a~er near. Once 
the locatio ot the enemy is definitely kn~wn, the little band 
prepares fo flight. They leap nimblr over deep ~va~es, jagged 
roeks, and up the sheerest cliffs. Befere tbe bunter hns dis~ 
oov~red. the r position" they mny bn.Ye all d19tlppeared.-
• 
EXERCISE SIXTEEN 
I~ Refer ing to the selection you have just :roee.d, write th$ 
word hich means the same as: 
1. we rd 
2. sh rp 
3. on onota guard against danger 
4a Wl S'.lAl 
s. fe d on growing grass 
69 pa sed from sight 
---·---------------
II. Write an ant~ny.m to~ each of the following words: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .. 
III. Place n croaa (x) before the definition whieh shows t~ 
use o graze in the storya 
the bullet g~azo his ahouldors? 
cattle graze in the meadow during t~ summer t~e. 
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The w I'd chamois moans: a soft plittnt leather; n goat-like 
an 1"; ttnaerline the words whi.ch show ita use in the 
st<fy. 
The wJrd ~ottz menna: sublime, proud, very high. Underline 
· t word o!' wo!'ds which show ita meaning in the story. 
line under the best answe~ in the parentheseso 
1~ A hamoi$ ~s (a cave, a lizard,·a small goat~like animal)o 
2t> on who is alert is {lazy, alike, watch.:rul). 
3. T chamois who wat-ches. for the approach of enemies is 
called~ (recluao, guardt rebel}~ · 
4~ t which is uncanny is (uncertainpatr~nge,unoons~ioua)~ 
5c who 1$ not a friend is a (heatnen~ escort, foe)~ 
one 
opened it 
W.PPY in 
will take 
the dog 11 I 
wo't.lld take 
J!O ntfeeti . 
of o.ll tho 
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last summer the!-e wo.a a •tn~tap" at our door4 I 
nd. there . stood our neighbor with a. b.eautitul. collie 
s o.l'ms., Ho .said ny ou mn.y hatie thi a puppy, · it you 
ood cure of hime I Altho1lSb. ·~y- ·mothel!' did no~ want 
orsuo.ded her to let me ke~j) ftixn~ p~iaing that I 
nre ot him. He wo.s such 9-n :.J.nt.el.l.igent puppy nnd 
o.to · thn·t it was not long ~e~<>~ ~he bad won t,J;Je he~rta 
tunilY~ Even my mother lik(?4. .biin. 
orning o..fter faed.~ng hilll IJ. ·Aol.1-~ious. breakfast~ I 
W()u.ld spe nbo'Q.t an hour too.cbing. -.him .. to ~o tricks o He prov-ed 
to bs u. SQ d pupil o.nd it was not l~ng J)e~ore· lw knew mnn:r stunts. 
He c-ould p · dead• shAke ho.nds~ a6.y·1ti.s p.ro.yerJ!, and eing. 
Af'ter s lesson he would go .wi~.P . .m.9 .... to. the brook where I · 
fished for tvout. Jip loved thes:e t.rtps. To show his pleasure, 
be would }ta p frisking back and f'~th ~9.~S~ my .path as we made 
ovr way tb.ro~h the tields to -the .Q:rook~ · 
. i 
ptember cruno 11 he f'o.ll.owed mo to sehoo:l:., This caused 
tion o.mong the studep~.$ that the teaohe:r advised me 
p before· I lett ro'f;' s®~l ·.eacb JllO,'rl).~ngD 
The ti at time I did this he l«>oked at me "1~1!1 pi teou.sly. 
It waa all I could do to refrain from .unt'Ying_ the leash and· 
taking a. c nee with the teaoh~l"•a dil'o.pprovo.*.. J reo.lized 0 how ... 
ev~r>" that y.mother would o.groe with ~be te.o.~he~;and thAt I 
might lose 1P if I eo,.Udn~ t mo.ke him s·t~y ~rn:r·· ·.rrom the school 
b~lding. . 11 the Wa:f to sehool tbnt morning I could not :fot"get 
ho:w his ey s OOd pleaded w~ th me to let hiln .go$ 
A wee latettp on ret~ning home .trom school one afternoon. 
I found thfl. Jip was missing. I l9olted eye,n3Vfhel'6 £or him. but 
could not t nd hint.~ . Evening erune. al).d no ,.J,"-P~ With c bee.Vf 
heart I mad ready for bqd-- . Sudc;ll)~ly I P-eard a low whine. I 
stood motio ess an,d listenedq It eame ··.o.g~1na I M.rted to the 
.door and. 11 w n I opened iti) .tht;,r>e .~t9od Jipo -
Every orn1ng ~ diso.ppoa.~e¢ very soon after I lett for 
sehool 9 o.nd did not l"et:urn unti-l ~_ven~ns. on sat~ys and Sundays he id not so away, ao · I J.tnew ta,nt . .he le.f·t on _tho other 
dnys only b cause he was lone~OPle t9'1! · ~.. · 
- . .. ~ 
' ,· 
A few sks later the fD,l'tner who ~eli·vered ~gga at our> 
house to-ld bout n collie d9g tho. t .had b~en _ v1~.it~ng his · fo.t11t 
eo.eh day an hel.ping .hixn to. 'drive .his cowa to pa.ej;tl.reo While .ne 
wa.s spenki . Jip botindGd into tP.e PO,om ·a~ on seeing the .ta~r, 
went over n. d. licked hi.~ band9 .Tip u e· di,nP,~~c~ waa no longell' 
a .ncy-stery.., ' · ·· · ' · · 
EXERO ISE SEVENTEEN 
'4t I, Write a .s}lllonym for each of the following wox+ds; 
l. 
2. 
3, 
4., 
II. Dx-aw line undeiJ the wo:rd.s which show how ea.ch unde~ ... 
III a 
lihed word is used in the st~:ry. 
1~ 
2., 
3o 
4er 
5. 
VE:l!'so repeat&d regularly in s. song 
for his work 
de.fini tion •. 
a. frisking 
bo the first meal of bhe day 
c. companion 
d,. tumult 
e. win over 
9:1 
6 .. joyously_t. a dog used for tending sheep 
IV. Refe 
word 
1. back 
2. as earnestly 
selection you hav~ just :read, write the 
the same as: 
3$ fttesh water rood fish 
4. thing ths.t has vanished 
s.. s 
6. quickly 
- Lesson Ei teen • THE SHEEPHERDER 
one a nys thinks of the cowboys out on the range with 
only their ho~ses and tho cattle tor company n~ the loneliest 
people ot the West. HoweV'er, o.. sh9ephorder alone with his 
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dog nnd tbe sheep he tends is just as lonelye This man, who 
usually wor s tor o.. ~anch. spends ulmost all of his time many 
miles t~am othor human beings where only animnls trespass. 
Unless the e is good 1rr~go..tion neo..r tho ranch~ the sheepherder 
IIIQ.st go ther and further to find good pasture land tor the 
sheep. ~ese pastures lie on the hillsides, with hnl'dly a 
clump of' tr es to keep oft the suno 
The s pherd is sometimes. a young man, but tnore often is e.n 
older- nw.n 0 is ho.ppier With his dog than with ()ther menc He is 
tt enustio fellow who seldom chuckles. Although he loves his dog, 
he becomes ery angry whon the dog obo..ses grackles instead of' 
keeping atr y sheep tram ranging too tar from ths flocko A 
alleepbe-rde walks with n slow gQ.it, while hie dog triska hither 
and yon 11 a gny colt. · 
pherd ~eceives his food supplies f'~om a wagon whi~h 
he ranch~ His most tmportnnt supplies are .several 
vnts of but er, l..o.rge chunks or frozen moa.t$ and o. bo.rrel of 
cnrn meal for his porridge~ which is the central food at evef!y 
lllGnl. 
Onoe a year the sheep aro sheared of their fleece e.tter 
t~y have b en hex-dod to too 11o.noho Th(}ugh the shepher>d is 
tno~e co.mfor o.ble (l. t the ranch, hG is much ho.ppie:r when he 
l'eturns to he n:ttil.de li.r-e· of the sheep po.st~eQ 
' 
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EXERCISE EIG!~ 
I"' Draw a line under the word~ or w·ords: ~ whioh beet deso~ibes 
the me . ning ot the wordeJ underlined~ 
II~ 
III I) 
IV~ 
lo 
219 
34 
l~ 
2G 
3. 
4o 
5., 
6~ 
l.o. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5, 
kind ot blackbird) 
ooo.kle} 
definitiono 
a. n ~ised pa~t of land 
b • a kind of black bird 
cR go on somebod1's property 
do frolics about joyously 
e., main 
fg wool that cover~ a sheep 
selection you hAve just read, write the 
the same as: 
o e who is older 
y g horse or· donkey 
nner of walking 
a eluate~ ot trees 
S .I'ICS.Stic 
d$ oent~l, Qlumpp trespass, and elde~ have several 
gs., Undel'lino the sentenc-es which show· their use 
etory cr 
1~ ill o~ll eentral to gat the numbero 
high school is located in the.oentral part of thetown$ 
ce is the eent~al food of Cbinao 
2o cbil~~n came to a clump of trees. 
ow away the olump of mude 
children watched. the ol.d man clump down, ·the x-oe.do 
3q I am sor~ to trespass on yo~ time~ 
I 1$ wrong t~ t~espass on privata prope~tYo 
I we lie about our neighbor we trespaas against bimR 
4. e~dor of the two~ 
pretty elder bush~ 
t 
JIM t S THRILLING EXpgRIENCE 
en Jim nrl'ived at hia uncle' a x-anch in Colorado, 
s were wide with oxcitement •. He had just,be~n 
t o. cougo.r~ nn nni.nia.l similAr to a pantha·r, bo.d 
been lling co.ttlo o.nd spreading ter~or in the vicinity. 
That n ght a g~oup of men were going to ~et a trap for 
the an 1, nnd Jim ~d been inVited to go along. This 
wo.s q te a. thrill for a boy who ho.d just arrived f'~om 
Lex:tng 
A chunk of ro..w beef was plo.eed in o. clearing neal-
the on e where the cougo.:tt was believed to hide dtntin$ 
the da .. Armed with ri:f'~e s, man waited on nll sides 
of the oleo.ring for the animal to npp~oo.ch. For sev~ro.l 
hau.x-s he.t'e Wtl.a no sign o:f' the beast. Suddenly there we.a 
a gttow fl'om the woods, nnd the animo.l omerged verrg elose 
to whe a Jim hid, breathless with excitement. 
J' was o.n excellent shot, for he belonged to a. 
rifle lub at homa11 Oo.lmly taking aim, he .fired nt the 
animal t s forehead._ The cougar mo.de a bound towat-ds the 
boy an Jim £ire~ into the c~a~e•s ohest as it stood 
ereot ~eady to pounce on him. It snarled wilely when 
hit o.M/, with~ great shudder, fell at Jlm_ta .feet. 
WJdile inspeeting the animal t e OO.l'eass, the- mon shud-
deredfthe thought of what would ho.ve happened i.f the 
boyt s hnd jan1nled. As a l"eward for Jim• s CO'UX'a.ge and 
marks nship, his tmele promise-d that he could tn.ke the 
cougo.rt s akin home to LeXington, a.s n souvenir or bia: 
adv-ent li 
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EXERCISE N~EEN 
I. Match each word with its definition~ 
16 terl"':r 
2. fo:oehead 
a. up:r-ight 
b. cougar 
.c. to coma into view 
do to shake with fear 
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3. ap;>roo.ch 
4 .. er~et 
5. ah: ~dde:r 
6. pam.the:r 
7 • emc~l'ged 
e. tho part of t~ face above th$ eyes 
'£9 to come near 
go fear 
II~ Write a synoriym tor each of tho following wo~ds: 
l. t~mror 
2. ere ot 
31t be« st 
Us~ eE ch synonym in a. sentence to show its tneaning. 
1~ 
2o --~--------------------------------------------------
3. --~--------------------------------------------------
II!. Ro.ve ~r-ou ever- heard the express,1on 11 "That child is a 
terro1 &"T Explain what is meant 'b:Y itQ 
Is thE wolfd tel':rol- u.se-d. in the a'bo'Ve sentence the $G.me 
as it is used In the story? 
Lesson Twantz - A NARROW ESCAPE 
The Cl.'ew of the do.mo.ged bomber ho.d all they could 
do to bring their plane down safely on a small island. 
Tbt)y welle gra.toful to tho pilot and co-pilot who landed 
it without injury t.o anyone on boa~d. 
These two men, using extraordinnry skill and judg ... 
mentjl had kept the aii>plo..ne in the nil' even though a 
part of tho wing was shot aw~y. Although realizing the 
graVity of the situation- the of£iears encouraged their 
comrudes 'Qy saying that they would soon sight a. small 
islnnd where there would be no danger of meeting the 
enemy. 
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The officers were rightjl tortunntely, and the island 
was spotted just before dual,(. Thoro wo~ enough supplies 
on the plane to lnst for several days~ so a delicious 
supper was pz-epared~ It consisted of sausages, potatoes, 
cannod vegetables 1 and same fruit they .found on the island, Since it wns getting dark$ the weary men decided they would 
spend the night 1n the plane o.nd explore the i.slo..nd the 
next dnya 
Suddenly they heard an airplane just above them, but 
they could not tell whether it belonged to their friends 
o~ their enemieso The men wore not able to put out thei~ 
· firo before the plane so.w it o.nd dropped flares. The 
maltaoned flyers waited i.n te~l'or, expecting o. bomb to 
fall on them, while the plane cil'elod around until it 
spotted the damaged bomber below. 
·Then a parn.ehute was dropped with :food, modicine1 
fuel 1 and e1go.rettos. The men on the ground realized, 
with .relief, that the pJ.ane wo..s American and that th& 
ordeal was over. Thoy know that o. ship or plane would 
eame to rescue them in tba morning. Then the aviators 
and their crew ~vo thanks to God thnt the fliers who 
saw their fire were friendly~ 
I~ ~he words pilot~ judgment, and g~avity have seve~al 
different meaningsa Underline the meanings wbich shaw 
their use in the &tory~ 
1. The woro :pilot means: 
lo the ¢owcatcher ot a locomotive 
2o a person who eonducts vessels into and out Of porte 
3o one who flies an airplane 
2., Tba wot"d ju~ent means: 
1., the pass~ ot a $entenoe on a pe~son by a judge 
2. good sense . 
3o the passing o~ a sentence by God 
5<t The wo~ gavi ty m,eo..ns:: 
1. seriousness 
24 importance 
34 heaviness 
9? 
IIo Draw a line under the word, or words~ which best desc~ibes 
the woPds underlinedo 
l• A Pilot is ,one who 
goes on a pilgrimage 
steers an airplane 
~sa lawn 
2e One who is wearz is 
friendiy 
sud 
tired 
3.., An aViatott is a 
person who eonduets radio progr~a 
person who drives an automobile 
person who tlies a plane 
4o An officer is a 
PGt'SOn wno conuna.nd$ 
peraon whEJ op$·X'fl. ~·~ a t·&l~pJ:.lot'le 
3~ tl~ 
Refettrring to the seleetien you have just read, write th<» 
word whi~h means the same as: 
1 sevel'e test 
.;4: 1=>~ sel'iouene$.S 
3~ luoktly 
4~ aet of judging 
811 gfl, v& hope 
--....... _ 
Lesson Twenty-one - A TIMELY RESCDm 
The wharves we~e thronged with people waiting for the 
arrival ot the ship whinh hnd_juat rescued the passengers and 
crew of the wrecked airliner~ The ship bud been searching 
for the plane but bad given it up fo~ lost, when a sailor on 
wntch saw a beacon in the sky and-roported it to the captain. 
The ship investigated and found the plane rlouting in the sea, 
tbe passengers and crew cling1ngcto the wings. 
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Tho pilot of the plane had t~ied to cheer the passengers 
by telling them that help_ wo.s -close at band. However, there 
did no-t seem to be ant solution to thGir problem because the 
plane wns obsourod by fog and the people in the water were 
almost frozono Suddenly the fog ~ifted nnd a ship was seen in 
tho distance. Tho pilot hnd n flare gun which hnd not been 
~ad by the wnter 1 so he shot a tlare into the sky. That 
wo.s the beacon which the people on the ship had seen. 
Now that those on the plane had been re-scued, their triends 
and relntives~ who .bad been grieving .for them, were waiting on 
the docks. People on a fe~ry crossing the harbor cheered as 
tho ship erun.o into View. A fishing boat waiting t.or the wind 
to fill its slack sails blew its whistle o.s a salute. 
While tug boots pushed and pulled the ship into its berth, 
there was turmoil on the pier. Those who hnd waited so long 
for the ship to came in were going to see, at last, their friends 
and loved ones who had been given up us drowned or eaton by sbarkao 
A sailor ~stride the ship's railing tossed down n rope, and 
a stevedore f'nstoned it to a post on the pier. More ropes were 
tossed fro.m-tha ship and soon the gangplank was lowered. The 
first ones off the ship were tho survivors of the plane ovnsh. 
Soon they were surrounded by joyful friends .and relatives. Then 
they all started to l.onve the wharves because it wns not necea.sru:wy 
to wait for their baggage to be henved from the ship, sinoo eve'IJ'y-
tbing bad been lost with the plane. 
As the orowds broke up, tho turmoil decreased. Gradually 
they le.ft the place. Then the other passengers on the ship 
bognn to file down tho gangplank and look for thai~ baggage. 
Not aineo troops ctuno buck frotl1 the war ha.d n ship nrri rt.ng 
in that harbor been groetod so joyfu1ly. 
... ____ _ 
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EXEltO ISE TWENTY-ONE 
!. The worda solution, slack, and harbor hnve several meanings. 
Underline the sentences which show their use in the story. 
1. The chemist mixed the solution before he placed it ove~ 
the flame. 
There did not seem to be any solution to the problelll4 
2. s~ l$ a very slnck house~eeper. 
At the present time business is slaoko 
The rope hung slaoko 
3. It is wrong to harbor a criminal. 
The ship sailed out of the harbor at daybreak. 
II4 Re.:t'ex-ri:ng to the selection you. have just :read, write the 
word whieh mea.ns the same a a: 
l. luggage ~sed when traveling 
2. with one leg on each side 
3. loose 
4. fish 
s. thx-ew down 
III~ Write an antonym for each of the following word~: 
l11 slack 
2. arriva.l 
IVo Write a synonym for eaoh ot t~ following words: 
1. wba.rves 
2~ hE.l.rbor 
3~ t'Ul'moil 
4o baggage 
5. obso'\ll'ed 
a. slack 
' :. 
v. Draw a line under the correct a.nswer in the parentheseso 
l. 
4 .. 
s. 
That whir>h is obs,curod is (hateful;: bidden; hopeless; hurt) 
One who 1~ grieving. is {silent; serious; since~e; sorrowful) 
When there is turmoil there is 
(oo~edy; ~ommotion; comfort; contentment) 
~bnt whiah is slack is (lightJ. lopsided; loos<H l-ong) 
He who is grateful is (ta.ctful;,tim.id; tiresome; tha.nktttl} 
One who is weary is (truthful; thrifty; tired; tender) 
Lesson Twent;y; ... two - THE ERUPTION OF MT. VESUVIUS 
T.he last erupti.on o:f Mt. Vesuvius was seen by 
.Ame!tionn troops who hnd ju.st o-ccupied Naples in the 
fall of 1943. · 
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The volcano spur-ted forth liqui.d fire and fragments 
of rock. A spiral of smoke floated up into the sky~ The 
population of the small towns near the foot of the moun-
tain, while .shrinkin6 from tho f'low of lava, were not so 
frightened as they hnd boen during the lnst eruption be-
foro the war. By now they WQre moro used to explosions. 
Tlm volur.1e of the c:ru.to:r increases with eo.ch eruption 
and the .friction of the lava n.gainst the mountllinside 
makes the surface of Vesuvius rough u.nd jagged,. The top 
o:t the mountain is nl.ways smoking bec.m.tsG its interior 
is oonstnntly astir. 
The people who live near this mountain never seem to 
worry, until. n reo.l eruption occurs. Then they flee~ onl:r 
to return n.s soon ns the dangor is over. 
Ustullly they find their homes buried'. But. once in 
n while they :rind toot tho la vn. shi:rted ju.~t before 1 t 
reached their lund and left it untouched. 
Itnlinns o.~wn.ys rot\l.rn to the-il' propoz..ty no :mntter 
how mo.ny times they hnve to ruplo.nt the vineyards (l.nd 
orc.hnrds o.nd ~obuild their homes • which the lnvo. .a:nd 
f'ire from the val.onno hn ve dest-royed. 
EXERO!SE TWENTY-TWO 
I. Match each word with its definitiono 
1. s~nk llo changed. position 
2. fragment bo covered up 
3. eruption Co numbe!l of people 
4o- populo.tion d, to become smaller 
5. Shifted e .. part broken orr 
6. buried i'. bursting t~th 
II~ Vi:r:ti te: an antonym for ea.ch of the following words: 
lo liquid 
2~ buried 
3. jagged 
4. sbx'inking 
III<t The WOX'ds shifting, volume, and friction have mol'e 
than one meaning. Underline the sentences which show 
their use in the story. 
1. The wind is shifti~ its position. 
He is nlways shU'tliig the blo.m.e to someone elseo 
2. A volume of smoko owne from the ch.imneyo · 
The vo!ume contains many beautiful stories. 
j_O:l 
3~ There Is constant friction between those boys~ 
Two pieces of wood rUbbed together will cause f~iction~ 
IV. Ref~~ing to the selection you have just read, write the 
word which means the same as: 
1. a piece of gr-ound on which .fi"ui t trees are ~own 
z~ in motion -----
5., quantity 
4o 0. ooi~ 
5. flowing freely like water 
Write a synonym for each of the following wo~ds: 
1. spiral 
2# liquid 
3 .. population 
4. shift 
5. bury 
Lesson 'Twenty .. thl'ee - THE VACANT HOUSE 
A p~aoe that baa linge~d in my memoroy to'!' many 
7etu-s i.s a vn.cant houa:e J.o·eated on the highway leading 
into the small village of Walp¢le, New Hnmpsh1~. Just 
as one rounds a shn:t-p ourvo » o.n ilnoceu.pied house comes 
into view. This v.Aeant house, qUite unlike any other 
nouse in the vi~lage, stands on a broad terra~e ove~ 
looking the Connecticut Rive~. The once-yellow paint 
ho.s .fad.ed,and the orno.teg g1ngerbren.d trim is no longer 
whit-a_. but a dingy groy. It-s roof sngs in the middl.e, 
and great gnping holes appea~ in tho b~oad ve~anda 
whose railing now serves as a ro.ost for p1rds and stray 
cats. A cluster or 11lao buah~s at one end of the porch 
reaches a1most to the roof~ tq the light or present-day 
developmentsk it is very unu.sunl to note tmt ve-ry. fO'R 
of the windows nre b~ken in this house. :Pe;t<haps there 
is a reaaon. 
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Although I•ve passed it mo.ny tinlos, the- house ;never 
f'nils t-o ca teh my eye n.nd mo.ke& me wonder - who owns 1 t? 
Who hns lived ther~? Why isn•t it occupied! 
EXERCISE TWENfi ... THREE 
I. Write a srnony.m for each ot the following words: 
1.. veranda 
2. l'ooat 
z. unoooupied . 
4.t highway 
5. cluster 
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IIo Draw a line under the word, or wordst which best describee 
the meo.ning of the words underlined. 
lo A hiri!wa.~ ia a · {narrowrail; steep hillJ ~in road) 
2. A trim person is a · 
(neat; goodj well liked) 
3., A house w,tlioh ia vaoont 1& (f'Ofi sale; unoccupied; for rent) 
III.. Refet-ring to the aeloetion you have. just ~ead, write 
the word which means the same as: 
lo flats raised piece of land 
2t~ not filled 
3. o. shrub 
4o stayed on 
s. a place to rest or sto.y 
- ~ -- - --- _ _,.... 
---~ 
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Lesaon Twenty-four - FOR SALE 
This morning on passing the Brown mansion I notioed 
a •FoR SALEu sign on the gate. It read: 
FOR SALE 
THIS EXTRAORDINARY HOME WILL BE OFFERED :FOR 
SALE ON WEDNESDAY. JUNE 29, 19501 AT 1:30 P·.M •. 
ALL PERSONS INTERESTED WILL HAVE AN- OPPOR1'UNITY 
·!f(} VIEW THIS PROPERTY 5Il!FORE THE SAI.E TABES PIACE. 
As I gazed at the sign, I ronlizqd that this was no 
Qrdinat'-y house for sale. For years people of fumo,. fox--
tune, and royal birth b!l.d bean tho guests of its owne:r-s • 
Radiant ladies, qrossed in expensive frocks, hnd glided 
ove~ its ballroom floor in the arms of their gay partnersq 
~im matJ;>ons bud gathered with its mistreas to decide what 
the $Oeia~ eventS: o:f tho season would be .. 
Pre$ently I realized that if I did n~t hur~y I would · 
bo late :for school. Making my way bastil~ down the street, 
I eould not bQlp wondering what the future hold in $tore 
:for this .fino olCl place, 
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· EXERCISE TWENTt .-FOUR 
I. Fill the blank$ with the eorrect w~ds~ 
radiant ... dull 
1. A light ca.me-?rom the heavensa Inside a 
ca~b~!~n-a~----~ glow came from a flicke~ing candle. 
exaensive - cheap 
2. The slave wo~e a . s # coars~ cloth. while his 
maste~ wore an enpe~ 
aast .. future 
3. OUJ:t country ha great !eadexas in t~e . • tt 
our c ountl'1 ·is to renmin grea. t we wili need gren t men 
tol' the ~ 
slowlz ~ hastilz 
4, Jim ran in:So the schoolrooxn. His com-
'panions wall@! after him. 
II~ Referring to the sele·etion you have just read, write the 
word which means the same as: 
l.o ,:reeisa 
a. <ilP~tly 
~ ... tM time not yet oom.e 
~. t.~ lllove with smooth motion 
fi,~; imp~;-tant happeninss 
III. ~w a line undel\ the beat answex- in the parentheses. 
l• ~t which is expensive is 
·•· (~xce,ptiona.l; exciting; costly; elegant) 
2. Ohe who is prim is 
· ()oky; primitive; precis&J pretty) 
z. A frock is o. (fortune; fl'inge; frogJ gown) 
4. A gueat is a 
(gi~lJ visitor; goddess; guide) 
5. A mansion is a (domicile; dunge6n; dominion; dome) 
. . 
IV. ~aw a line under the wo~t o~ words, wbich best describes 
the meaning of the word unaerlined. 
~. The word fortune means: (chance t· wea.lJiH;' lot) 
2. The wora al'~ means (neat; t1Y';$tittly precise) 
3. The wordJa't~d means {e.asembl; ~ested; pruned) 
Lesson ~enty .. tive ... JIM'S MODEL T 
Jim f-elt ns proud. ot his car n.s i.f it were his own 
invention. From spo.I'e pn:rtts he hn.d collected;J Jim had 
ropnired tho o~d Mndol T which his tnther bud given him 
s.o that 1 t would· l"Utl. 
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When he replaced the hood, ho was sure he would have 
no tz-ouble sta.P-ting his co.x-. lio hnd just f'i tted the 
right pistons in the engine ao toot the cylinders we:f\e 
uirtight. Atte!' checking tho gasoline nnd oil go.ugea 1 
ho tuvned on the ignition. The .moto~ sta.rted without .n 
gasp, so Jim knew there was littlo dungQr of stalling. 
He bnc~ed out of tho garage and into the street. 
Shifting gears~ he udjuated the level's on his steering 
wheel o.nd pulled out the throttle. As ho f'el t the power 
in his engine tro.nsfoi'm into speed, the boy decided that 
he had modeled his motor correctly. 
Re was so pleused w1 th who.u· ho had accomplished that 
he did not soe a policeman on the corner in time to stop 
before the bumper of his car grazed the off'ioel". Although 
the traffic cop was not injured,. ho was angry~ He asked 
to sea Jimts license-. Instantly Jim remembered he had 
left his ltcense nt home,; and naked the policeman if" he 
ceuld go get it. At t'ii'st the o:Ctice~ did not believe 
the boy,. but .finally trusted him when he suw how sorx;.y 
u.nd .frightened Jim wo.s • 
.Al;'tel:' the of.ficer had lo-oked at the license, he said 
he would not arrest Jim. He did tell him, however, to 
take the cap home and loave it in the gurage until he 
learned to kgep his eyes on the road. Jim th!l.nked the 
policeman and promised never again to be so cureless. 
~ j.1 
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I. Match each word with ita definition 
l~ garage n. a colorless J.iquid made .f'rOltl 
:potl"ole'Ulll. .. 
s. injw:ood Oo so tight that no air ean escape 
3,. tloeomplished Co change in appea~nee 
4, gasoline do building for housing automobiles 
5. invent :Lon e. damaged 
6, transform. f6 carried out 
7. a.il'tight ~~ making some thing new 
II~ Write a synonym fo~ ~aeh of the following words: 
lo instantly 
IIIo 
2e~ injured.. 
3o :f'innlly 
4., modele-d 
5o stalling 
Draw a line unde:r tho wordt or words 1) which best deso:ribes 
'hhe meaning of the wot>d unaex-lined. 
lo A I1$ton 1s a (p vot; "short cylinder; pa~t) 
2o A~ is an 
(1~ intruder; instrument for measuring) 
~CI A bumrr is a (sma! bird; thin cloth used for flags; protection £o~ 
the trent of a cnr) 
4. The ignition is the (switch thK~ starts tho ~; brakes of the car; -stee:tting 
wheel ot the car) 
5. The throttle {regUlates \me supply of go.& in a ca~.; ~hifts the ca.tt; 
is the ro.dia tor of the oar) 
FINAL ~SW .:108 
Directions: In each line underscore tho word which means the 
~ sumo,. or a~ost the-sumo, ns tho £irst word. \ '. ' / Sample: tear turoeh torr or trace thoro1,1ghly 
1 .. trudged mount ma.rched master memory 
2 .. reliable discussed difficult debatable dependable 
3. spiral coil erow correctly comedy 
4 .. lingered saluted signal stayed sheerest 
5. volume quarry quantity quiet quality 
6., .furious angry avoid anvil 1;l.dventurous 
7. scamp rough roscuo rogue rusty 
s. thicket underbrush usually utter universe 
9., talk courage check calmly conversation 
lO .. obedient delight dutiful do clare delt:ty 
11. sweat paddle prevention popularity perspiration 
12~ mournfully so arching sorrow£ully stillness stray · 
15~ modeled devour deigned discovery designed 
14 .. piston cabinet corner cylinder carving 
15. cruel merciless mistakes musical manner 
16. festival collection c~lobration circled common 
17 .. snuggle neighbor necessity nestle nudge 
18. market-place bo.zno.r bo.o..con bomb bounty 
19. osharp keep kind keen king 
20. harbor pottery parachute patrol port 
2lot chirping training tradition thriving twittering 
22. plant herb heavily hill hoard 
23. fe;r-tile property protective preyed productive 
24. yonder dingy distant destroy disguise 
25. assembled greeted gradually gathered guards 
26. :ripple whistle wave lot warrior woo.ken 
27. contemptuous supplies sizzling scornful snarled 
28. shArk fish £1rune flare float 
29. grumbling condition curing community complaining 
30. o.grecably promise presently pleasantly previously 
31. tremendous laden loneliest largo locution 
C\' 32o gentians flowers fouthors fountains .frozen e· 33,. dispute o.ttack argue run.ount ancient '. ! 
., ~- . / 34. aviator passenger pot'iod power pilot 
--· 35. nlo:t>t watchful wild wondor.ful worry 
36. essentially nervously nimbly ncar'Qy nccossarily 
37. obscured history hidden harmed hordor 
38. solution ox.pedition excellent explttnEl;tion encounter 
39. slack leash looso low or loyal 
40,. cbrunois animal. airliner affairs o.w.ful 
~7 
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